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To my dog, Snoop, who has been my rock through much of this saga.
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INTRODUCTION
Hello, friend. I'm about to tell you a story about a real-life conspiracy. I can tell you that there’s a
powerful group of people who think they are above everyone else and the rule of law doesn’t
apply to them.
I am a 36-year-old, white, British citizen from Sheffield, England, who has no criminal record,
yet I somehow got caught in the crosshairs of the 'War on Terror’.
I eventually discovered that Counter-terrorism uses a law called Schedule 7, that grants them
unlimited powers, with almost no oversight. There are no lawyers involved, no Legal Aid, no
judge or jury. You can forget the Human Rights Act, the Geneva Convention, and the Magna
Carta. These things simply don't exist in my world.
The spooks can detain anyone under ‘Schedule 7 of the 2000 Terrorism Act’, with no suspicion
of any crimes required. You do not have the right to remain silent, you must answer all their
questions about every aspect of your life, you must hand over the passwords and PINs to all your
devices, and you will not be allowed to speak to a lawyer.
Does that sound like something that could happen in a country where the rule of law still exists?
If you refused to be treated like that, you would be making a huge mistake. Not cooperating with
the ‘Schedule 7 Gestapo’, as I have dubbed them, means you will be sent to court and convicted
of wilfully refusing to comply with a duty under the law.
This has happened to the International Director of the Human Rights group CAGE,
Muhammad Rabbani, who had been stopped over 20 times before he was eventually convicted of
‘wilful obstruction’, an offence under the terrorism act.
It happened because he refused to disclose his mobile phone PIN and laptop password when
stopped under Schedule 7, at Heathrow Airport, on the 20th of November, 2016. Despite his
valid excuse of protecting client confidentiality.

Cage director found guilty of terrorism offence after refusing to disclose passwords
computerweekly.com

On the 23rd of October, 2019, the leader of Britain First, Paul Golding, was stopped under
Schedule 7 at Heathrow Airport and refused to disclose the passwords for his iPhone and Apple
computer. So on the 20th of May, 2020, he was also convicted of wilfully refusing to comply
with a duty under the law.

Britain First leader Paul Golding found guilty of terror offence
metro.co.uk

This proves that Schedule 7 abuse shouldn’t just be a concern for Human Rights groups like
CAGE. It doesn’t matter if you’re a Muslim, a fan of Britain First, or just a citizen who does a lot
of international travelling. The spooks can stop you under Schedule 7 at any border, port or
airport you travel through.
The ‘Schedule 7 Gestapo’ aims to label you as a terror suspect and permanently strip you of your
Human Rights. Then, and trust me on this, they will abuse them in ways you have not even
imagined. As I will explain in the following chapters.
In my case, as a result of my encounter with the Schedule 7 Gestapo, I was targeted with one
set-up after another for over a decade by Police, Spooks, ex-Mossad agents, and even random
civilians. Whilst having everyone I know, including all my friends, family, and work colleagues,
turned against me.
I have read Tommy Robinson’s book in which he dubs himself an 'Enemy of the State'. Well, if
you have read his book and agree that he has suffered terrible discrimination by the police,
consider this, once I had been framed as a terrorist under Schedule 7 anti-terror laws, I was
officially classed as an 'Enemy combatant’. Once that happens, the Geneva Convention no longer
applies.
Why was I a target? That’s the worst part, for years I had no idea why. I just woke up one day
and I was suddenly a target for the Deep State!
First, I was framed as a terrorist, then as an international criminal working for suspected war
criminals or possibly even the Russians!
Eventually, I identified the clowns who framed me. They are right at the top of the circus and
they have many dirty tricks up their sleeves.

So I have written this book to explain why I believe I was set up, then take you on my journey
being targeted for over a decade by British and Israeli spies, in a witch hunt designed to ruin my
life.
I will explain how I was sucked into a long, deep, international spy game with almost no chance
of surviving with my reputation intact.
Luckily, after all the strange encounters, set-ups, and shady characters I came across, I managed
to figure out how most of their dirty tricks work, thus gaining some insight into the strange world
of Counter-terrorism.
Our rights and freedoms keep slipping away and it seems that anyone can now be targeted by
Counter-terrorism. So I have written this book to explain how many of their dirty tricks work and
give people some tips on how to survive if you are ever targeted by the spooks and their
psychological warfare targeting programs.
Not targeted today? Targeted tomorrow.
This book covers some very serious topics. However, I have tried to maintain my sense of
humour throughout. So I hope this book will be enjoyed by Human Rights watchers.
This is my story, my nightmare life on the terrorist watch-list.

CHAPTER 1

A BEGINNING
In the early nineties, I was the most disruptive kid in my school and became the first person in
the history of Greenhill Primary School to be put on a daily report at the age of 10. My teacher,
Mr Wright, designed my daily report form from scratch on an old computer we had in our
classroom and made me sit on a table with well-behaved kids.
Back then I lived in Greenhill, Sheffield, with my parents, my sister, who is one year younger,
and my brother, who is four years younger.
My hobby back then was playing football on Greenhill School field every night until the sun
went down.
In 1995, I moved up to Meadowhead Secondary School and by the end of my first year, I was
already on the radar of my new teachers. They put me on a daily report, a homework report, and
an attendance report.
Despite my poor attitude, I still studied most of the subjects and I was very interested in
Information Technology and Sports Studies. I also represented my school in several different
sports and my hobby was playing football for Junior Blades. So I would sometimes get to be a
ball boy down at Bramall Lane, where I had a season ticket throughout my youth.
The internet was just taking off back then and I would have given anything to get a connection to
the web because I spent my time tapping away on a ‘Commodore 64’, that couldn’t do much
except load arcade-style games. So I would usually just be kicking my brother's ass on crappy
games because he was easy to beat back then due to our four year age gap.
At Christmas in 1997, I got a new ‘Tiny PC’, as a present from my parents and I was thrilled. It
was the best present I could have received because it was a massive upgrade in technology. So
once I managed to install Windows 95, it opened up a new world of possibilities.
However, I got stuck and couldn’t get connected to the internet. So I asked my dad for help but
he just looked at me with a bemused face and said, ‘Er, you know more about this than me. I
have no idea how to make it connect to the internet’.

So I bought ‘PCMag’ and learned about computers myself. They included a CD offering a free
trial with what turned out to be my very first Internet Service Provider, ‘Freeserve’.
This was back when the dial-up modem made that strange, long, dial-up tone as it tried to
connect to the web. So when I eventually managed to get my ‘Tiny PC’ connected to the internet,
I was thrilled. Every day I would be chatting on MSN Messenger with the few schoolmates who
had a connection, I would keep up with all the sports on Yahoo, and browse the various forums
and newsgroups on the very first version of Outlook Express that came out in 1998.

STOCKGENERATION
I was browsing the money-making newsgroups one day when I noticed all the hype about a new
website called stockgeneration.com that was offering $50 for completing their survey to get new
players started in the game. So I visited their website, completed the $50 survey offer, and
withdrew the $50.
About one week later, the cheque arrived and I was amazed! It was in dollars but my local
Halifax bank accepted it and the cheque cleared a few days later. So after spending the money, I
realised that it was money for nothing!
So I did the same in the names of all my school friends and got the cheques sent out their
addresses. Then they would split the money with me when the cheque cleared.
I really enjoyed getting those $50 cheques sent out and I was fascinated by their virtual stock
market. I just loved playing the game. So one day, when the website locked my account, I sent
them £100 via Western Union to unlock my account. The guy in the newsagents was very
suspicious of that school kid sending money to the Dominican Republic.
Once my money arrived, Stockgeneration reopened my account and my portfolio started going
up and up, by 200% some weeks. At the rate it was going I would have been rich in no time.
Until one day, in early 2000, the reason they were based on a Caribbean island became clear.
The virtual stock market suddenly crashed!
To me, the market crash was the equivalent of Black Monday.

Stockgeneration.com turned out to be a Ponzi scheme, set-up by a Russian fraudster named
Sergei Mavrodi.

On the 26th of March 2000, SG announced that its bank in Estonia had frozen its accounts,
and so it was forced to suspend operations for a few more days. When the site reopened on
April 6, investors were informed that SG had instituted a "reverse stock split" of 10,000 to
1 on some shares - Orwellian lingo meaning that if you owned $10,000 worth of fantasy
stock, it was now worth $1.
Money for Nothing
wired.com

THE HARPER SET-UP
When I wasn’t interested in a particular subject in school, I could be a real pain in the ass for my
teachers. My Geography teacher Ms Harper is a prime example.
I didn’t like to study stalagmites and stalactites, so I just messed about with my friends at the
back of the classroom and it wasn’t long before Ms Harper and I came into conflict.
She moved me to be permanently sitting on the front desk right in front of her for the whole
lesson. So for week after week, I couldn’t move a muscle or talk to my classmates without her
shouting in my face, ‘SILENCE!’.
Until one day, I had just had enough of being oppressed. So I decided to take action. I dreamed
up a new homework assignment and emailed it to my buddy Mike.
Luckily, I still have a copy.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Turn around all desks.
2. Move all posters around.
3. Hide some essential items from her desk.
4. When the ring leader does a certain type of cough everybody puts
their hands up
5. Stand all containers and folders upside down.
6. Stand a chair up in the middle of everyone and pretend it isn't
there.
7. All put colours up.
8. Nobody get there books out, just have an empty desk and wait to
be told.
9. All yawn and groan constantly throughout the lesson.
10. When one person makes a sound wait 3 seconds and then all cough
and clear our throats.
These plans need printing out and handing out to the people in the
'Magic Circle', If your in
the circle then you get all the latest info and plans for the lesson,
if your not committed
then you don't get in on the plans.
'Can you print out some copies of the list above so that we can give
them to the mad heads.
My Printer Cartridge has ran out so I can't print until tomorrow.
Bring them to school, this
will make the crime more organised.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mike printed out my email several times and brought the assignment to school. We didn’t put
them in sealed envelopes, but we still handed them out to a few select classmates who all agreed
to help me start screwing with Ms Harper. So the ‘Magic Circle’ was formed.
We all put our shirt collars up like Eric Cantona, agreed set times to start coughing and
synchronized our watches, ready for the scheduled disruption.
We also re-organised the classroom, so it was a complete mess before our teacher arrived, even
remembering to put a chair on a table in the middle of the room.
The operation went perfectly for the whole lesson and Ms Harper was confused as hell. I will
never forget watching her spend two minutes searching everywhere for her board rubber.
She had to clear the board so she could start the lesson, so she was desperately looking all over
for it until she gave up and started staring at the board. Then, she noticed it. I had hidden it on top
of the white-board, right in front of her the whole time. She would just never have put it there
herself so she never looked.
It was an excellent place to hide it and complete the ‘Hide some essential items from her desk’
assignment. She was extremely annoyed about that one. The look on her face when she
discovered it there was priceless.
However, when the lesson finished, a member of the ‘Magic Circle’ named Withers, got sloppy
and left his copy of my homework assignment screwed up on the floor. So Ms.Harper found his
copy of my email when she was tidying up after class and she was absolutely furious!
She had been wondering why everything was going wrong for her and she just couldn’t figure
out what the hell was going on. Now, she had suddenly discovered a real-life conspiracy!
So I was called down to the main office by our headteacher Mr Swin for questioning and I can’t
remember my exact words, but I denied having anything to do with it and just told him
something like, ‘Maybe you shouldn’t bring me every piece of trash you happen to pick up’.
However, they traced my email back to Mike somehow, he cracked under interrogation, flipped,
and ratted me out as the ringleader.
Mike and I were both suspended from school for three days. However, Ms.Harper had to take a
whole month off work to recover her mental health because it had driven her nuts!

At the time, I considered this a great victory. I now realise that I might have breached ‘Article 32
of the Geneva Convention’, banning psychological torture.

PUSHING ON THE STAIRS
One morning, in early 2000, I was accused of trying to push a teacher named Mr Ford down the
stairs. Now, if ever a teacher deserved pushing down the stairs, it was Mr Ford, anyone who was
in his class would tell you that.
However, the truth is there was a lot of pushing in the queue behind me as we queued up on the
corridor, mainly by a kid named Hilly, who was shoving me forward into Mr Ford. However, due
to the pushing on the stairs incident, I had to sit down at the main office all day.
A classmate from my form, 11K, named Phil, then came down to the main office for something,
noticed me, and then started mocking me for being in trouble again. So I grabbed him and threw
him into a door, as my response to his cheek. It was all just a bit of banter between friends.
However, the door flew open and Phil went flying into an office where our head of year, Ms
James, just happened to be having an important meeting with two of our School Governors!
So that incident was the final straw for my teachers. In the year 2000, my headteacher, Mr Swin,
put together a ‘five-page dossier' of all the things I had been in trouble for since starting school,
including a copy of the email I sent to Mike. That is how I still have a copy.
We had a meeting about my attitude and I admitted everything, except trying to push Mr Ford
down the stairs. I messed about sometimes but only when I got bored. So in my final year at
school, Year 11, I was permanently excluded from Meadowhead Secondary School.
Luckily, Mr Swin allowed me to return to school a few months later to take my final GCSE
exams. I then managed to achieve GCSEs in Sports Studies, Information and Communications
Technology, English, English Literature, Science, and Maths.
Although looking back now, maybe all my teachers were right about me. Maybe it’s no surprise
that I have graduated from their daily reports to the terrorist watch-list.

NEAR-LIFE EXPERIENCE
My first car was a Renault Clio 1.6 RT that I bought from my friend, James, who had just been
banned for speeding. No surprise, because a few months before this he almost killed us both on
his motorbike.
We had been out in the Peak District to a few pubs and I was a passenger on his motorbike, when
just as we got back into Sheffield, a Police car pulled out of Bradway petrol station and started
chasing us. South Yorkshire Police were intent on stopping us, but we took the chase, despite the
bike not being stolen.
The cops chased us in a dangerous, high-speed pursuit around our local area, at night, until we
eventually crashed into a skip!
We thought the cops would just give up but they were fast and never quit. So James broke his leg
and the motorbike was smashed to pieces. Luckily, I landed in the skip on an old mattress and
jumped straight up after the crash.
When we hit the skip my helmet had come off because it didn’t fit me. I had borrowed it from a
guy known only as an ‘old school friend’ (who comes back into this story in later chapters).
So my motorbike helmet had come off and gone flying down Hemper Lane on impact. The
Police Officer who brought it back to me after the crash said, ‘Damn, you looked like a
“stuntman” flying through the air’.
So that was my first near-life experience.

CAREER
My GCSE results got me into Norton College, studying 'Advanced Information and
Communications Technology’. The £30 per week EMA money the government gave to students
back then wasn’t much so I also started working part-time for a job agency in the city named
Blue Arrow with my friend Nicky.
We were both at work when the 9/11 terrorist attack happened and our manager sent us all home
from work and said, ‘Oh shit, they have attacked America, now it’s all going to kick off!’.

So I watched the planes hitting the WTC on TV that night and I was horrified. I felt bad for our
cousins across the pond. I never could have imagined that six years later, I myself would become
a member of the ‘Axis of Evil'.
In 2001, aged 17, I was offered a full-time job by an engineering steel firm named Centaur
Precision. So I left college after one year and took the job working as a computer programmer.
I worked on my own, in a small office, programming a Mitutoyo coordinate measuring machine
to measure the tolerances of our steel parts.
However, after working there for just over one year, a wave of redundancies struck our firm and
dozens of people lost their jobs. My manager was gutted that he lost me because he had to take
over all my responsibilities, as well as doing all his other work.
When I finished my last shift at Centaur, I needed to find a temporary job until I could find a new
challenge. So I crossed the road into another firm and got a job straight away delivering booze to
off-licenses and newsagents in Sheffield. So for a while, while I kept looking for an office job to
resume my career, I drove a truck.

SALES TRAINING
In 2003, aged 20, I got to know the assistant manager of Staybrite Windows, Jean, because I
would often call in and see my sister, who worked next door in an office working for BSM,
helping people to pass their driving tests.
One day, Jean interviewed me for a role as a Sales Representative and it went well. He thought I
had what it takes to be a salesman. So they offered me a one-week sales training course at a
weekend retreat in London.
So I drove down south in my Renault Clio and attended their sales training course where I
learned the basics of sales from our coach, Bob, an old rep who had worked in sales for donkey’s
years and had a very positive attitude. So I took all his advice on board and studied all their
training material.
I then started working as a Sales Rep for Staybrite and did more training in branch with Jean,
who was from London, who would always remind me how easy I had it because Jean would

sometimes have to pitch people just to be allowed into their homes. Due to being a massive black
dude.
We had a 15-step pitch and we worked on each step, every day, just pitching to each other until
we had an answer for every single objection we could face. In my spare time, I would gather dirt
on all the other window companies operating in our area so I could use it on the off chance that
my customer had a cheaper quote and tried to say our quote seemed too expensive.
The important thing to remember is, don’t criticize the rival firms unless you absolutely must.
For example, to explain why their quote was so cheap. Criticising others just makes you look
bad! This is a rule that politicians always seem to forget these days. So it was a last resort, but I
still had a briefcase stuffed full of newspaper clippings and DVDs of horror stories from people
who have had their homes destroyed by every single rival company in my area.
Staybrite also put me on more advanced sales training courses, and I took an exam to do the
finance documents for people so the work could be done on credit.
So after doing all my training, things were going well. I was making my living in sales by
attending appointments all over South Yorkshire, representing Staybrite - Zenith.
We were one of the top three companies in our industry and I never even had to take a deposit
from anyone because we had such a great finance package. Our products were top quality, so I
was proud to sell them and my customers were always happy with how I designed their home
improvements.

WILLIAM HILL
One day in early 2006, aged 22, I set off to Bramall Lane with my brother to go and watch the
Sheffield United game. On the way to the ground, I spotted an advert on the Sheffield Supertram
advertising jobs at William Hill. They were recruiting Sports Betting advisors for the upcoming
Cheltenham horse racing festival.
I thought the role would be perfect for me because I love sports. So I applied for the job later that
week. Then a few weeks later I was invited to attend a group interview, where after passing their
maths tests, I was offered the job the next day.

So in late February 2006, I started working for William Hill in their Sheffield contact centre and
my role was advising clients on the latest sporting events and odds, placing bets, and connecting
calls.
I completed the betting advisor training and made sure my call quality was excellent. So I would
often be put on ‘priority calls’ and be advising important clients like Paul Merson, whilst sitting
in front of eight TVs, watching all the live sports going on from around the world.
That summer, I got a chance to show off my sales skills during the ‘2006 World Cup’ when
William Hill ran a sales competition to see who could get the most gamblers to bet on our happy
hour promotion. We were offering enhanced odds on certain selections before each world cup
game. So as a trained salesman, I pitched every single client who called me up during the
promotion.
One month later, when Italy lifted the ‘2006 World Cup’, the results of the competition were
announced and my strategy had worked. I finished the competition in 1st place, winning a trip to
Stamford Bridge football stadium for the Directors Christmas party.
So in late December 2006, I travelled to London with our two Operations Managers and the guys
who finished 2nd and 3rd in the sales competition, who were both from our Sheffield office. We
all did well to win because William Hill had hundreds of betting advisors with another contact
centre in Leeds, who also took part, but were crushed by the Sheffield office.
We arrived at the Chelsea hotel where we were staying for the night, had a tour of the Stamford
Bridge football stadium, and even got to walk around the players dressing rooms. Then we
attended the Christmas party and had a big meal with all the Directors.
After the meal, for entertainment, they passed around a microphone so each table could ask our
special guest, ex-footballer, Rodney Marsh, a question. My Operations Manager was sitting right
across from me on our table. However, I just couldn’t resist making a joke when the microphone
came around.
On the way to London, we were all discussing the upcoming party and how our special guest,
Rodney Marsh, had lost his job at Sky Sports for making a tsunami joke about the disaster in
Asia. So I knew this was a bit of a sore subject for Rodney, so when the microphone came to our
table, I grabbed it.
Simon: ‘Rodney, Santa was too busy to visit Asia and drop off the presents this Christmas, so do
you know what he gave them instead?’

Rodney: ‘No.’
Simon: ‘As he passed, he just gave them a huge wave.’
The five people on Rodney's table all burst out laughing, as my boss and all the other tables
stared at me in horror.
Fortunately, William Hill saw the funny side, unlike Sky Sports.

Sky Sports yesterday sacked their football pundit Rodney Marsh for making a tasteless
joke about the Asia tsunami disaster on a phone-in show.
Marsh sacked by Sky for tasteless remark
theguardian.com

CHAPTER 2

A EUROPEAN MISSION
One night in early January 2007, I was one of the few people left in the office as we waited for
the American horse racing to finish, eventually closing up just after 1 AM. I then jumped in my
taxi home to Hillsborough where I now lived with my dad, who worked in engineering, and my
brother, who worked as a builder.
It had been a long day at work, so I went straight to bed and crashed out asleep. Then at 3 AM,
my bedroom door suddenly burst open, the light went on and two Police Officers stormed into
my room!
‘What the hell?’, I said. ‘We are looking for your brother’, one of the cops declared. ‘Well, I
haven't seen him, what's going on?’, I asked. One of the cops replied, ‘There has been an incident
involving his girlfriend, and he is now wanted for questioning about an assault that has taken
place on a guy she was with’. So I said, ‘OK, well I don't know anything about it because I have
been at work all day’. So the cops left.
I will just have to try and find out what the hell happened tomorrow I thought, before going back
to sleep.
As the days passed, there was still no sign of my brother, so I started to worry about him and
decided to try and track him down to make sure that he was OK.
So I spoke to my family and said, ‘The next time he calls you, tell him to call me up’. A few days
later, my brother called me saying he was in Amsterdam and that he wasn’t coming home. So I
told him to calm down and to think about turning himself in for questioning. However, I didn’t
feel like we could get anywhere over the phone, so I decided to try and find my brother and
convince him to return home to England.
I had no idea how long my mission would take, so I had no choice but to explain to William Hill
that I was leaving to find my brother. They understood and accepted my resignation in early
2007.
A few days later, on my 23rd Birthday, I set off on a European mission.

AMSTERDAM
I made my way from Sheffield to Hull and boarded a ferry to Holland, arriving in Eindhoven that
afternoon. I then caught a train to Amsterdam and sat around for a while on a bench in
Amsterdam Square until my brother showed up.
The first thing I did was insist that we find a good coffee shop because I couldn't wait to get
stoned. It had been years since I had smoked pot, so first, we went to the Bulldog, and then we
found a smaller coffee shop with a pool table and smoked some ‘Amnesia’ bud.
Then, to celebrate my birthday, we went to an Argentinian steak house where my brother opened
up about what happened back in England. He explained that he had caught his girlfriend cheating
on him with another guy, so he had beaten up her date!
He was nineteen at the time and I know he had been experimenting with steroids in the gym that
gave him side effects like roid-rage. His was quite emotional and had even started developing
bitch tits because his testosterone was too high. So I gave him a hug and stayed with him for a
while to make sure he was OK. Plus, I just loved all the coffee shops.
After about a week in Amsterdam, we found a shop that sold magic mushrooms. So we bought
two packs of the strongest ones, Hawaiian Mushrooms, then ate them back at the hotel.
About ten minutes after eating those mushrooms, everything changed. I felt like I was floating
around the pool table and couldn’t pot a ball. So we went for a walk around the city and
Amsterdam had suddenly turned into a terrifying place, with drug dealers and pimps on every
corner.
The next morning, I smoked a spliff in the train station to calm down as we randomly boarded a
train bound for Paris.

TRAIN JOURNEY RUCKUS
We arrived in Paris that afternoon and found a small hotel near the train station. Then we
explored the city for a while and met the natives. However, Paris wasn’t much fun like
Amsterdam and neither of us spoke any French. So after a week of this, we got bored, signed out
of our hotel, and boarded a train to Barcelona.

The journey ahead was a long one and we ended up getting drunk with a foreign traveller in our
small cabin to pass the time. All three of us were passing around a big bottle of navy rum the
foreigner had brought on board and were having a good time.
Then two security guards opened our cabin door and demanded all our passports, before taking
them away to be checked before we crossed the border.
As we waited to discover my brother's fate, all of a sudden, the two guards came back and burst
into our cabin shouting at us all in French. For a second, we assumed the worst. Had they realised
my brother was wanted by the Police back in England?
Surprisingly, they started wrestling with our foreign drinking buddy, slamming him around in our
tiny cabin, now crammed with five people, as the guards tried to detain this drunken traveller
who was not going quietly.
Eventually, the guards overpowered him and it turned out he was the one with the passport
problems, not my brother. So luckily, it was he who got dragged away that night.

THE MAP
When we arrived in Barcelona we found a hostel next to La Rambla, in a small open square full
of bars, full of other travellers who would spend all night getting drunk and shooting pool.
After about one week I started looking at the huge map they have on the wall in that hostel.
That’s when I noticed how close Barcelona was to Gibraltar and I suddenly remembered
watching a TV program about the rock when I was about 10 years old.
Even back then I was a night person. I was meant to be asleep but I would always put my TV on
at night in the dark on a very low volume so my parents wouldn’t know I was awake. That's
when I watched the program about Gibraltar and it seemed like a fascinating place to me as a kid.
‘Let's go to Gibraltar!’, I suggested to my brother, who was still refusing to return home to
England and turn himself in. He didn’t know where it was, but he didn’t have any better ideas so
he agreed to my idea.
So despite the higher risk of him being spotted down there, the next day, we headed to the bus
station and bought one-way tickets to La Linea.

THE ROCK
I saw the rock of Gibraltar for the first time in the early hours of the morning as our coach drove
down the long road next to the coast. We arrived in La Linea at around 5 AM, walked out of the
bus station, and gazed up at the huge rock standing before us.
We headed towards Gibraltar that morning not really knowing anything about this small country I
had recently spotted on that map. We walked through Customs with no issues, crossed the
airport runway, and kept walking in search of a hotel.
Our very first stop was Emilio's hostel. It was quite small and run by a Gibraltarian guy named
Emilio and his son, and we stayed there for our first week in Gibraltar while we explored the
rock. We then found some cool bars and pubs like ‘The Three Owls’, to hang out in and play
pool.
Then we discovered The Cannon Hotel and decided to go and stay there instead. At night, we
would go out for drinks in the many bars and then usually finish up in the Cannon Hotel that had
a small bar.
We got to know people quickly in Gibraltar because everyone spoke good English, and my
brother soon managed to find a job working for LC Groundworks as a builder.

THE SERGEANT
One of the first people we met was the Gibraltar Police Sergeant. I had been in the Sports Bar
having a drink and realised that I still had a bit of pot in my wallet from Amsterdam after leaving
in such a hurry. So I rolled it up and started walking back down towards Casemates smoking my
last spliff.
I just got to the top of Main Street when a Police car came around the corner, pulled up next to
me and the Sergeant jumped out. Luckily, my spliff was half gone and I flicked it away as the
Police car approached. However, his colleague found it and the Sergeant accused me of smoking
pot on Main Street.
I denied it was mine and my story was holding up well until he found a packet of king size rizla
in my pocket. Upon discovering them he said to me, ‘I wasn’t born on a banana boat’.
However, he just left it at that. He just took my last spliff and drove off with his colleague.

So we had met the local cops early on but my brother wasn’t wanted for any crimes in
Gibraltar and it seemed that they never realised he was on the run from the UK. So my
brother was now fine and my mission was complete. I had done all I could really do for him.
At this point, I was considering returning to England on my own to find another office job and
resume my career.

CHAPTER 3

THE FOX IN THE BOX
One night that week, I went back to the Sports bar to watch football and I was sitting at the bar
drinking and talking to a random guy named Dave. He said he worked for a gambling company
called Stan James and he said there were dozens of gambling companies based in Gibraltar.
So as I had just left William Hill, and I was already a trained betting advisor, I asked, ‘Dave, do
you think Stans need any staff at the moment?’. Dave said, ‘It’s possible, yes’. So I said, ‘OK, I
will drop a CV into HR this week to let them know my job history and ask about working for
them’. Dave said that was fine and that he would let HR know.
The next day I bought a tie from a shop on Main Street, put it on and walked into Stan James to
speak to HR. When I showed up HR said Dave had mentioned me and they did need sports
betting advisers. So I could start next week after they had called up Willam Hill.
The next week I started working for Stan James at Marina Bay, Gibraltar. My role was exactly
the same as at William Hill. I was talking to gamblers all day, placing bets and watching football.
Working at Stan James was great, everyone had shorts on in our office because it was always so
hot. Plus, with the exchange rate being so good in 2007, after changing my wages into Euros, I
was earning more money than I was in England.
Stan James were even helping me to sort out an apartment at the end of the month. A Spanish
woman named Davina who worked there had taken me to see one and my life was back on track
already. It was like a dream come true!

BRING DOWN THE GOVERNMENT
So I was now working for the small, family-run, bookies Stan James. After working there for a
couple of weeks, one day I was sitting next to a fellow betting adviser who was giving me tips on
how their bet software works in between us taking calls.

She was always chatting away in between calls and at one point claimed that she knew David
Cameron and she had worked for him before.
Then she was telling me about the great parties they had when I said, ‘bet no one ever smoked
weed?’. To which my colleague nodded, and then we laughed. However, I had no intention of
trying to trip her up and I didn’t make any jokes.
After work that night I had the next day off work, so I was having a few drinks around Gibraltar
and later in The Cannon Hotel bar where I had been staying for about one month.
I was drinking with my brother and two other hotel guests from Manchester who worked as
painters and decorators. We were all having a good time when two Canadian guests walked in.
They needed to call home and were wondering if we could help them figure out how to make an
international phone call.
So one of the decorators piped up and spent two minutes explaining to them exactly how to make
a phone call to Manchester. Until eventually they stopped him and said, ‘Will that get us through
to Canada?’. He then stopped talking and looked stunned, before saying, ‘Er, well, I’m from
Manchester you see’. To which the Canadians just looked at each other in disbelief, and then
walked out.
After this, I started talking about my day at work, and that one of my work colleagues knew
David Cameron. I told them about what we talked about in the office and we started discussing if
David Cameron ever becomes PM, would he make pot legal like in Amsterdam?
That's when I made a joke that the headline would be 'Camsterdam', and we were all laughing.
However, the guy from Manchester then made the joke, ‘It’s the type of thing that could bring
down the government’.
That changed the mood and made my joke seem negative. When it was a positive story to me
because I love pot. Also, his joke doesn't really make sense because Labour was in government
back in 2007. I had never really known the Conservatives to be in government because I was a
kid when Labour took over.
However, the barwoman didn't see the funny side and got the wrong idea about our jokes. So she
started to have a go at me about it like she was the Mata Hari of the rock.
That's when I asked her, ‘Do you have a copy of The Sun?’. She asked, ‘Why?’. Then I said, ‘So
we can call them up and bring down the government’. Then we all started laughing at her.

However, it was not my intention to cause any offence, it was just a wind-up. However, at that
point, the barwoman asked me, ‘What company do you work for?’.
This is the same question the woman on the aeroplane askes Ed Norton in the movie 'Fight Club'
when he replies, ‘a major one.’, right before Tyler shows up with the ‘exact same’ briefcase
(mimicking) and starts explaining to him how explosives work. Now, this is where your lesson in
corporate espionage #101 begins. After reading this book, you will realise just how true to life
the movie ‘Fight Club’ really is.
When the barwoman asked me this question, I told her where I worked straight away, ‘Stan
James’, I said, because it was just a joke and I didn't think she was seriously still being hostile
about it. However, the barwoman said she knew Dianne, who was the owner of Stan James, but I
had no idea who Dianne was at this point.
I now realise that the barwoman must have told my boss Dianne Fisher (Perp 1) about this
incident because when I returned to work the dirty tricks campaign began.

THE SKINHEAD
My colleague had been replaced with a guy who had a 'skinhead' and did not work at Stan James
before that day. However, I didn’t find this suspicious at the time. His name was Matt (Perp 2)
and he said he was from Wales, a big fan of Cricket and that he loved to gamble. He also claimed
to have been living in England and suffering some sort of mental health problems related to
gambling addiction.
Stan James then put us in a company flat together and because they had already been helping me
to sort out an apartment that week, this was not suspicious to me either. So Matt, my brother and
I all moved into a Stan James company flat in La Linea, not far from the Gibraltar border.

THE TARMAC TRICK
Dianne Fisher’s desk was in the corner of our office just behind me but I still didn't know who
she was at this point and I had forgotten all about the bar jokes. The truth is, I would never grass
on a work colleague to the press or try to bring down the government. The whole thing was
ridiculous.

The owner of Stan James must have seen me at work by this point. Yet, I would bet anything that
Dianne will deny knowing who I am because the one time I met her it was quite unusual. It was
after work when we walked across the airport tarmac!
I finished work, left the office at Marina Bay, then made my way to the border. Then, Dianne just
quickly appeared out of nowhere, right there behind me as I was crossing the airport runway. At
the time I just thought it was just a coincidence, but I now realise that it was a planned meeting!
I was very surprised to see her and then Dianne asked me, ‘How’s it going with Matt in the
company flat?’. So I just said, ‘Oh Fine, how are you?’. To which Dianne replied, ‘Oh you
know, another day another dollar’.
We only talked for a few seconds but she failed to mention Camsterdam, the barwoman in the
Cannon hotel, or that she has a problem with me about any of this. Our meeting was after work,
and out of the office.
Dianne did that so there is no proof we have ever met! This is the ‘Tarmac Trick’. The Clinton's
are experts at this move.

Bill Clinton - Former President Clinton said that he recalled walking toward Lynch’s plane
with his Chief of Staff and that Lynch and her staff were ‘getting off the airplane.’ He said
that he greeted Lynch, who was on the plane, and Lynch stated, ‘Look it’s a 100 degrees out
there, come up and we’ll talk about our grandkids.'

Loretta Lynch - Lynch said that former President Clinton boarded the plane in a matter of
seconds, suggesting that he was in the stairwell near the door to the plane. Lynch said that
she was very surprised that he wanted to meet with her because they did not have a social
relationship, and she was also surprised to see him ‘right there in the doorway so quickly.
Bill Clinton and Loretta Lynch describe their infamous “tarmac meeting”
qz.com

“We knew something had occurred that was a bit unusual. It was a planned meeting. It was
not a coincidence." Christopher Sign a local ABC15 Arizona reporter told Fox and Friends
ahead of the release of his new work, 'The Secret on the Tarmac.'

Author claims he's about to reveal new details about Bill Clinton's secret meeting on the tarmac
with Attorney General Loretta Lynch and how it 'was not a coincidence'
dailymail.co.uk

TRUTH DRUGS
One night, Matt and I went for a drink in our local bar, The Metro, in La Linea, Spain. We stayed
out all night and were buying each other drinks as usual. When we returned home I remember
Matt asking me about my work colleague and the story I was joking about in the Cannon Hotel
bar.
He didn't mention the word Camsterdam, but he somehow led me onto the subject and I repeated
the same joke from the bar, ‘Camsterdam, it would probably bring down the government’.
For some reason, that night I never thought about how Matt knew about Camsterdam. I now
realise that I must have egged on the story due to the ‘Truth Drugs’ he spiked me with!
I know he must have slipped something in my drink because of how I felt the next day. Only now
do I realise because the spooks have used this tactic against me since this incident. So I now
understand what they did.
The next day I woke up feeling groggy and realised that I was already three hours late to work on
Grand National 2007 of all days and I had never been that late to work before in my life!
Matt claimed to have also overslept. So we both headed into work late.

Someone under the effects of barbiturates will most likely simply tell the questioner
whatever they want to hear. Certain drugs work by exploiting the nether regions of human
consciousness. In theory, it sounds like the stuff of science fiction and spy thrillers. In
practice, the reality is quite different. Side effects include - Causing drowsiness.
How Intelligence Agencies Came to Use Barbiturates as ‘Truth Serums’
sunrisehouse.com

On our way into work on Grand National day, Matt started to warn me about my work colleagues
family and especially her brother. Explaining that they have loads of connections and are not to
be messed with.
So one minute Matt is my friend, the next he is talking to me like he has been reporting
everything back to our boss! So I think this is the point when they 'went to the mattresses'
because he said, ‘Why don't you get a hidden camera and make a story?’. So I said, ‘Dude, I'm
not a journalist’.
Then my original contact, Dave, from the Sports Bar, left his job. He sent an emotional email
around everyone in the office explaining that he was sad to be leaving after many years at the
company. It was because the people targeting me had done the ‘Conditioning Trick’ by this point.
It’s where they tell everyone in the office not to talk to you so you will be a total outcast.
I know they did this because I sent one of the football traders a tip on our instant messenger
about a bet that was going on and his price was way bigger than the rest of the market. It was a
good tip that would have saved him some money. However, he messaged me back saying, ‘You
just stick to your mate’. Referring to Matt, who must have secretly been keeping a close eye on
me.
Stan James then paid off my initial 3-month contract a few weeks early. Losing my job was a
double blow because a few days earlier I had just watched Sheffield United be relegated from the
Premier League after losing at home against Wigan in a shock result.
My manager's final speech was, ‘You’re up for review. Now sometimes people come over from
England and think they are on holiday. When really, this is a serious business, so we aren’t
renewing your contract’.
Stan James obviously didn't respect workers rights or freedom of speech. They never even gave
me a verbal warning, let alone a disciplinary hearing, they just reached straight for the truth
drugs!
Matt’s behaviour could be quite strange and other than gambling on the cricket his only real
hobby was throwing knives at the wall in our flat. He was then found to be doing 'press-ups', in
the middle of Gibraltar Airport’s runway, in the middle of the night!
When the authorities spotted Matt they detained him for his strange behaviour. So he was put in
KG5, the unit in Gibraltar that looks after people who are not mentally well.

When I got a chance I visited him in KG5 to check that he was OK because I thought we were
friends. He had put on some weight but he seemed alright and said that he had stopped gambling.
A few months later he sent me a very strange, long, message on Facebook from his account that
now said in his infobox, ‘I would rather be in Israel than Wales’. The message started like this:
‘Simon, the fox in the box, the bouncers of London will get you.’

CHAPTER 4

THE DAY SHALL COME
After losing my job at the bookies, it was not long before Chris (Perp 3), an electrician from
England, who had previously worked in a pub called The Angry Friar, showed up.
My brother had somehow met Chris when out working and due to them both trying to find
somewhere to live, they agreed to rent a flat together and share the rent. So when I moved out of
my Stan James company apartment I moved into another flat in La Linea with my brother and
Chris. I then applied at a couple of gambling companies but I needed a temporary job to chip in
some rent.

THE ANGRY FRIAR
Chris then persuaded me to go and ask about working in The Angry Friar because he knew they
needed staff at the moment. So I called in that week and they offered me a job as a barman.
I had never worked in a pub before but I soon learned the ropes and was changing barrels and
working the till in no time. During the day we were always very busy with all the tourists but at
night it was just a quiet, relaxing pub with the same locals drinking beer all night.
The only issue I ever had was when I popped a tune on the jukebox to liven things up a bit
because it seemed a bit dead in there, so I put on, ‘The sound of the police’by KRS-ONE. When
the song came on all the locals were alarmed and they looked stunned! I don’t think anyone had
ever put that tune on their jukebox before. So for a few minutes, it was chaos in the Angry Friar!
When the song eventually finished, the locals explained to me that this type of music was not
allowed in the Angry Friar.

BORDER FLAT
Chris then met a girl and started dating her before deciding to move in with his new girlfriend.
My brother then said that he had met a waitress (Perp 4) in The Lord Nelson pub where he was
now working as a barman. He said that she was looking for flatmates to rent her family's
apartment with her and a few other people. So my brother and I moved out of the flat with Chris
and into a shared flat right across the road from the Spain/Gibraltar border.
Our flatmates were a Royal Marine (Perp 5), who was the waitresses boyfriend and stationed on
the rock. Then there was her brother, who loved to smoke pot and go kitesurfing on the beach.
Our final flatmate was a guy nicknamed ‘Cabbage’ (Perp 6). He was also a big stoner and was
given that nickname because he was once sent to the shop to buy some bread cakes and some
lettuce to make burgers. However, he returned from the shop with breadcakes, and a cabbage!
At this time I had no idea my new flatmates would have any reason to set me up or betray
me. However, the characters in this story, or perpetrators as most of them are known to me, are
often just normal people, who were somehow persuaded to take part in the dirty tricks campaign
against me in some way.
In our shared flat, we would usually all just be sitting around together watching ‘The Mighty
Boosh’, relaxing, and smoking pot in between working our bar shifts across the border in
Gibraltar. We were crossing the border at a high frequency because, like thousands of workers in
Gibraltar, we worked there but lived across the border in Spain.

CRAZY DAVE
My brother had left his building job and was now working as a barman in The Lord Nelson pub
in Casemates with a team of people including a bouncer named Crazy Dave (Perp 7).
Crazy Dave was loud, aggressive, had a thick Welsh accent, was covered in tattoos, and had no
teeth. Only the false teeth he would sometimes take out to scare me with. He also called everyone
he met, ‘You Header!’.
After one long day at work, Crazy Dave finished his shift, grabbed a bin liner and began
ramming it full of food from the kitchen. Steaks, chicken, burgers, you name it, it was all on the
menu for Crazy Dave. Until Christina, the Spanish chef noticed the looting and went ballistic!

The Manager of The Lord Nelson pub at that time was a long-haired, Australian, rugby fan
named Brian. He was in total disbelief at the situation he was faced with. The guy in charge of
security, Crazy Dave, had been caught red-handed stealing all the food!
Crazy Dave's response to being caught was, ‘Well, I've got to eat haven't I?’. So Brian had no
choice but to fire Crazy Dave on the spot, who then showed up at our shared flat in La Linea and
came to stay with us as our seventh flatmate. So as our flat was pretty packed by this point, at
night I would usually just crash on a spare sofa we had on the balcony.

THE BOMB THREAT
I arrived home from work one day and my flatmates were all talking about what had just
happened to Crazy Dave. Out of the blue, he had walked into Gibraltar Airport and phoned in a
bomb scare!
I wasn’t there for the bomb threat but my flatmates told me the 'bomb disposal squad' was called
out and it cost the authorities £10,000 due to all the disruption at the airport. The cops had then
arrested Crazy Dave for terrorism and put him in jail.
However, they claimed to have heard that he was going crazy and headbutting the cell doors in
the Police station. So the Royal Gibraltar Police had sent him to the mental home KG5 because
the cops just couldn’t handle Crazy Dave.
This was the same thing that happened to Matt from the bookies. First, he caused an incident at
the airport, then he was put in KG5.

‘Exit Strategy’ It is quite telling how time and again two strategies are used, sometimes in
combination:
a) they go abroad, or
b) act out some kind of mental breakdown, including actual tears.
UndercoverResearch.net

THE GIANTS
The 10th of November 2007 was a busy day and I was behind the bar in the Angry Friar as usual,
just cleaning a few glasses when all of a sudden, Crazy Dave walked in through the front door. I
was surprised because I had not seen him since he had recently disappeared over that bomb threat
incident. I was also surprised to see him show up with a ‘minder’ from KG5, who was a small
woman who looked like a stiff breeze would have blown her over. She was in charge of the terror
suspect, Crazy Dave, who usually worked as a bouncer.
Crazy Dave then came up to the bar to say hello to me and claimed that he was allowed out on
this ‘day trip’ from KG5. So I said, ‘OK, well it’s good to see you’re OK, but I’m working Dave
so can you just go now?’. Dave said, ‘OK’, as he left with his minder.
I then carried on my shift as normal and forgot all about Dave’s day trip. However, about an hour
later, another member of staff came behind the bar and explained to me that two guys from one
of the secret societies were here and then introduced me to them.
I wasn’t sure what they were thinking at the time and they didn’t have a go at me about Crazy
Dave. I just assumed they were customers and they had something to do with the parade
tomorrow and the war veterans. Plus, I already knew a few of the locals there were in their secret
society, but honestly, I thought it was all a bit boring. However, now I realise they must have
been annoyed about a suspected terrorist going into their pub.
I can’t say which secret society they were from because I know the first rule is, ‘You do not talk
about it’. I think that might also be the second rule.
All I can tell you about this is that one of the guys who came in looking for the terrorist was over
seven foot tall and built like a tree trunk. He looked about 70 years old but like he had been
around for over 100 years to have grown that big. He was possibly related to the ancient giants
that are rumoured to have existed and ruled the earth for thousands of years. I suspect that these
guys do still exist because I met one on this day. There is not much information available on
these guys, but I did find a bit.

The 16th-century scribe, Raphael Holinshed, wrote in “Chronicles of England, Scotland
and Ireland,” that Britain’s oldest acknowledged name was taken from a prehistoric king
named Albion, who ruled a race of giants that dominated the UK for hundreds, possibly
thousands of years B.C.
We have 1,500 newspaper accounts in North America of giant bones and skeletons being
unearthed. We have 17 accounts of 7- to 8-foot giants in the Smithsonian’s own scientific
annual reports. The Maryland Academy of Science is talking about 9-foot giants.
We have universities in Texas finding 36-inch circumference skulls and so on. There’s too
much data to ignore that this is reality and the people who try to tell us that this is all
sensational newspaper stories or exaggerated measurements are completely wrong.
Why is this important chapter in human history being completely and utterly covered up?
Did 14-foot giants exist?
eu.desertsun.com

SCHEDULE 7 GESTAPO
I was an ‘innocent bystander’ when Crazy Dave popped into the Angry Friar, just putting in my
usual shift at work during the day. However, the Police Sergeant (Perp 8) and an Agent (Perp 9)
who I can only assume was MI6 or Counter-terrorism, were waiting for me at the border as I
walked home after work.
I was just about to cross the Gibraltar to Spain border and walk into our shared flat when a
parked up police van suddenly drove straight towards me. The van pulled up next to me, two of
them jumped out and then the Sergeant GRABBED ME!
‘I am detaining you under the 2000 Terrorism Act, Schedule 7, for assisting a terrorist to escape
from custody.’
The Police Sergeant reminded me of Fred Flintstone as he bundled me into the back of his van
and drove me back onto the rock and up to New Mole Police station near Main Street.

They explained to me that Crazy Dave, their terror suspect, had just escaped from his day trip by
assaulting his minder, stealing his passport from her and fleeing. They also said he had changed
his appearance by having a 'Mohican' haircut after he escaped and was now on the run.
So I was ordered to hand over my mobile phone and then the Sergeant began to question me
saying, ‘Here, do you want a cigarette?’. So I replied, ‘No thanks’. But he asked again, ‘Come
on, you smoke don't you?’. But I still declined. He was referring to our first encounter on Main
Street because he was already annoyed with me for smoking pot on Main Street during my first
days on the rock.
Can you imagine his reaction when he found out about Camsterdam? And that I was his suspect
again! He must have hit the roof and decided to take action! Just like Bill Rawls did in ‘The
Wire’ when he discovered ‘Hamsterdam’.

The Wire - R.I.P Hamsterdam
Youtube

The other member of the Schedule 7 Gestapo stood at the main desk with my mobile phone, that
didn’t have a PIN. All of a sudden my mobile phone started ringing. So the spook handed it off to
the Police Sergeant who answered my phone and started impersonating me.
It was their escaped terrorist Crazy Dave calling my phone. Who I don’t think had never called
me before. So the Sergeant said, ‘Dave it's me, Simon, where are you?’. Dave replied, ‘I’m with
the monkeys’. Then hung up.
So the Sergeant concluded that Crazy Dave must be hiding at Apes Den with all the monkeys.
The Schedule 7 Gestapo then insisted that we all needed to go up there and look for Crazy Dave.
So they bundled me back into the police van to go 'Terrorist Hunting'.
Apes Den is a bit of a tourist spot so I was already interested in visiting there at some point
anyway to see the monkeys. However, when we skidded up in the Police van, the monkeys just
scattered.
These clowns then jumped out of the Police van and began searching Apes Den for the terrorist.
However, there was no sign of Crazy Dave anywhere, just a bunch of goddamn monkeys!
When my tour of Apes Den was over, they drove me back down the rock and dropped me off in
Casemates Square.

I guess most people would have been freaked out by this. Their minds reeling as they run around
trying to find a good lawyer. However, I was not even concerned. The whole thing was over
within an hour and they set me free. So I just carried on my life as normal and never even
bothered calling a lawyer. I should have known better. Bad decisions can lead us to hell.
The ‘Terror watch-list trick’ is that Counter-terrorism will never tell you they have just put you
on the 'Terrorist watch-list', and they will not mention that they will be taking away your Human
Rights forever.
So as for me, I had no clue what happened to the terrorist and I told them that. I had no lawyer to
advise me and I didn't even know there was a ‘Terror watch-list’ back in 2007. I had never
thought about it, why the hell would I?
Some people may say that I was naive like they do about George Papadopoulos. However, I
didn’t suspect that they were setting me up because I thought if the cops were on my case about
anything they would have noticed my brother. So one phone call to the UK cops and he would
have been on a plane back to England to be questioned about the incident involving his
girlfriend.
So I totally believed that the Schedule 7 Gestapo were just total idiots looking for Crazy Dave
who had escaped. Which is not hard considering you can just walk in and out of KG5 easily.
There is almost no security anyway and I know because I visited Matt, my old flatmate from Stan
James in there.
To tell you the truth, if they had put me in KG5, I would have escaped too like Crazy Dave did if
I wanted to go back home. As if you would stay on a rock, surrounded by crazy people all day.
Crazy Dave just wanted to be free! So at the time, I just didn’t realise that if anyone is totally
crazy, it’s the Schedule 7 Gestapo!

“Number 2. This document includes a notice issued Dec 21st, 2010, to field Officers from
Counter-terrorism, that states in capital letters:
DO NOT ADVISE THE SUBJECT THAT THEY MAY BE ON A TERRORIST
WATCH-LIST.
Number 4, and the most disturbing, it only takes two people to report a target.

Herein lies the problem. You take the 72 characteristics that the FBI are searching for
when determining if one is a Homeland threat, and combine that with a two-person witness
account that one is a Homeland threat, and you are now set up for one of the biggest abuses
of power in the history of the world.
OPERATIONS AND TACTICS: AN INTRODUCTION

CRAZY DAVE RETURNS
When I arrived back at the shared flat with my Schedule 7 slip in hand, Crazy Dave was back at
home and chilling out watching TV! So I asked him what the hell happened and he claimed to
have punched the small minder he was with and then escaped across the border by fooling them
with his new Mohican haircut.
My brother was also home from work and said the cops had been into The Lord Nelson pub and
also questioned him about Crazy Dave escaping. Luckily for my brother, his Manager and the
other staff stood up for him and objected to the cops accusing him of being involved with Crazy
Dave’s escape.

REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY
The next day I returned to work knowing it would be a busy day due to there being some sort of
parade for the war veterans. So I arrived early that morning and was immediately confronted by
my boss, a woman who was in charge of the Angry Friar pub (Perp 10).
‘You're FIRED! The police have been in about that terrorist and you CANNOT be near the war
veterans! Just GO... YOU ARE FIRED!’
My boss was furious with me, but I wasn’t sure why. I had never seen her in a state like that
before and I was shocked at her attitude towards me because I barely knew Crazy Dave and I’m
not responsible for his actions. So I said, ‘What the hell, what have I done?’.
When you find yourself being accused of terrorism, you are just stunned and in disbelief at what
the person is suggesting. Then she said: ‘You have been seen on your mobile phone on the
CCTV Camera.’

What a petty thing to accuse me of, she is now just making silly excuses to get rid of me I
thought. At that point, I had worked in The Angry Friar pub as a barman for a few months and I
was always a good team member. Since when is being on my mobile phone a crime I thought.
It made no sense to me why I was being fired. I was disappointed because I was looking forward
to Remembrance Sunday and all the war veterans were due to have their parade and swap over
the guards or something. I was just not really sure what all the fuss was about because I had only
been in Gibraltar for about six months by this point.
Why the hell was my boss so worried about me being on my mobile phone? Why did those cops
go into the Angry Friar and get me fired? Was this some kind of set up? At the time I didn't really
consider these things. I just thought I suppose these things happen.

CHAPTER 5

FRAME JOBS
Crazy Dave was then having a really bad time. He hung around the shared flat for a while after
he escaped and had to sleep on the stairs in our building one night because the waitress who
collected all our rent together was not happy with him. He hadn't been paying his rent and was
also not meant to be staying with us on account of him phoning in that bomb threat.
A few days after his escape, Crazy Dave started having a complete mental breakdown. He was in
floods of tears and begging me to help him return home to the UK to his wife who he was now
missing terribly.
I now know this is another tactic under-covers use before they disappear, but at the time I didn't
suspect they were fake tears. He was trying to persuade me to go with him to Malaga Airport so
he could get a plane home. Then he wanted me to bring back the car he had borrowed from the
barwoman in the Liverpool Bar.
So it’s like the old saying goes: There are two types of friends. If you killed someone and you
were in trouble, you might call a friend. One type of friend would throw their arms up in despair
and say they don’t know what to do. The other type of friend turns up with a shovel.
So I guess I'm the second type of friend in the old saying because I agreed to help Crazy Dave
with his mission to get back to the UK, despite him being a wanted terrorist. My reasons were
that Crazy Dave was my flatmate before being arrested for terrorism and I always just believed
him that he was very drunk when he made the bomb threat. Or maybe he even wanted to get
arrested so he could go to jail and have a bed to sleep in and three meals a day I thought. I never
viewed him as a real terrorist and I felt bad for the guy.
I think I did the right thing by helping Crazy Dave to go back to the UK because of the ‘Good
Samaritan law’. Good Samaritan laws offer legal protection to people who give reasonable
assistance to those who are, or whom they believe to be, injured, ill, in peril, or otherwise
incapacitated.
So four of us set off one night to Malaga Airport. I was in the car with Crazy Dave, my brother
and a random blonde girl (Perp 11) who was from England and tagged along with us on the road
trip. She was no doubt only there as a witness to say I went with Crazy Dave to Malaga Airport.

It was just a little road trip for me and no cops had even come looking for Crazy Dave. So I was
not even worried. If it’s anyone's job to arrest Crazy Dave it was the Royal Marine who lived in
the shared flat with us. He was in the flat after Crazy Dave had escaped, yet he took no action
when he escaped from KG5.
So on the way to Malaga Airport, I was in a car with my brother, who was wanted for assault,
Crazy Dave, who was wanted for terrorism, and the whole time I was actually the most wanted
one out of all three of us!
When we arrived at Malaga Airport, Crazy Dave went walking all around the airport drunk while
he waited to board his flight, which was quite funny. Before he eventually got his flight home
back to the UK. Then at first daylight, I started driving us back to La Linea in the grey Daewoo
car that Crazy Dave had borrowed. I drove through the hills in Spain and for a few hours, we got
lost in the mountains.
We eventually made it back to the shared flat and the grey Daewoo car was parked outside for a
few days until the barwoman (Perp 12) from the Liverpool Bar came to pick it up. She then told
me that she had reported the car as stolen to the Guardia Civil and they had been looking for it,
because this was the ‘Escaped Prisoner trick’!

Escaped Prisoner Prank
Youtube

THE STOLEN CAR TRICK
The second time they pulled ‘the stolen car trick’ on me was when a car that belonged to my
flatmates the waitress and her boyfriend the Royal Marine was used.
She came rushing home into the flat in a total panic, claiming to have got locked out of her car
and the keys were now locked inside and the engine was still running! It was an emergency, so I
quickly grabbed a wire coat hanger from a wardrobe and we ran outside to the car that was
parked on a roundabout, outside our local internet cafe, right across the road from the
Spain/Gibraltar border.
I got straight to work and after a few seconds, I managed to pull up the lock for her without
having to break a window to get to her keys. However, no good deed goes unpunished. The

spooks now have some great snaps of me breaking into a car right across the road from the
border. Handy evidence to have if you are trying to frame someone as a car-bomb suspect.

MOCKING THE PROPHET
So Crazy Dave had gone back to the UK but I had still lost my job due to his antics. That was the
second job in Gibraltar I had lost in mysterious circumstances within a few months. So at this
point, I was once again considering going back to England.
Cabbage then came home and handed me a job lead that he had spotted in the Gibraltar
Chronicle. The Calpe Hounds were advertising a job for a barman. So I called the number and
arranged to call in for an interview.
It was a small bar, just off Main Street, run by an English couple. I met them and saw the bar had
a good pool table and big TV where they had football on, so it seemed OK for a part-time job. I
told the boss I knew how to change a barrel and work a till, so he gave me a chance to be their
barman.
I was working on my own running the bar three days a week and I could play whatever music I
wanted. On my first day, the boss introduced me to all the locals, mostly middle-aged people who
came in after work and sometimes teenagers who he assured me were all over the legal drinking
age. So I worked in the Calpe Hounds for almost a year, part-time, just running the bar at night
and on weekends. Luckily, only burgers and fries were on our menu, so it wasn’t that hard when I
had to cook meals.
After closing time I would lock up the bar and head down to The Lord Nelson and jump behind
their bar with my brother and their team to help them out for the last few hours down in
Casemates. Then on my days off, I would sometimes also work as a scaffolder.
The Lord Nelson was chaotic compared to the Caple because the Irish Manager, Dathan, was
constantly lining up all types of shots for us bar staff to drink while we worked. All the staff were
absolutely hammered by the time we finished work.
One afternoon, not long after I had met the Schedule 7 Gestapo, two suits and a woman came
into the Calpe when I was working. One of them was a short, stocky, ginger-haired guy (Perp
13), who kept showing off his laptop and it’s great fingerprint scanner security. He kept insisting

that I touch it to prove it wouldn’t unlock for anyone else. It seems dumb now but I humoured
him and touched his fingerprint reader.
I know now that he likes to team up with Counter-terrorism and it makes sense because he was
always a total dick, just like the rest of them. I can remember the first time I met him, this is his
joke that he told at the bar to everyone.
“A Muslim dies and climbs up the stairs to heaven and on his way up he meets St.Peter and says,
‘Hello, I am here for Muhammed’. St Peter says, ‘Oh, you will have to keep climbing,
Muhammed is higher up than me’. ‘Ah OK, I understand’, says the Muslim. So he keeps
climbing the stairs to heaven until he meets Jesus. ‘I’m here for Muhammed’, says the Muslim.
‘He is not here, he is even higher up than me’, Jesus says. ‘Wow, even higher than you Jesus!’,
says the Muslim. So he climbs higher and higher until he eventually reaches the gates of heaven
and meets God. ‘God, I am here to seer Muhammed’, the Muslim says. God replies, ‘Oh, you
have climbed all this way up to heaven, you must be thirsty, would you like a drink?’. ‘Yes
please’, replies the Muslim. God then claps his hands and shouts, ‘MUHAMMED, TWO
COFFEES!’
At the time I did laugh at the joke. However, I now understand how disrespectful it is to
Muslims. Especially considering he was drinking beer at the time and his girlfriend had blonde
hair and was absolutely caked in makeup.

She then said, “We are all one, aren’t we? Although some follow the prophet “Ali Baba”.
She was mocking me, and mocking Islam. It was slimy, offensive and obscene.
Officer mocks Prophet while profiling female Muslim convert at UK border
cage.ngo

THE FAST ASLEEP TRAP
The next dirty trick they pulled is still classed as a 'Honey-Trap', but I have named this one the
'Fast Asleep Trap'. A blonde girl (Perp 14) I knew from the bar, who looked about eighteen and
had massive breasts, was used in this stunt. My boss had already assured me she was old enough
to drink and she said she was at college and was hoping to go to University soon. Then one night

out of nowhere, they sent this girl into my bed when I was fast asleep for a stunt that Jeffrey
Epstein himself would have been proud of.
It's done so they can write in their 'fake dossier' that I have slept with her and use that
information against me to blackmail and threaten me in the future. However, we just slept and
nothing happened for their kompromat files.
So they followed up with their second honeytrap attempt when a redhead girl (Perp 15) I knew
from going to the many bars in Gibraltar, one day suggested that we go and stay in a hotel room,
but it was too suspicious. They were both some sort of honey-traps that I luckily managed to
avoid.

TRUTH TWISTERS
I was working in The Calpe Hounds as a barman when one of my patrons (Perp 16) who worked
for the MOD, mentioned to me that they were doing interviews for a job working as a Civil
servant on base doing paperwork, and suggested that I should apply because she knew I was still
looking for a full-time job.
So I typed up my CV and applied for the job. I was then offered an interview and the woman
from the bar was in the next office when I was interviewed. She had just never mentioned
anything to me about guns.
A panel of three people interviewed me and a local troop (Perp 17) was in full military uniform
and asked me, ’Could you cope with the military having a bad attitude towards Civil servants?’.
So I said, ‘Yes, I could cope’. If I had said that I couldn't cope with it, I wouldn’t have had a
chance of getting the job. However, the soldier acted surprised by my response because it was
probably another trick to make it look like I was cocky.
The two women on the panel who interviewed me (Perps 18 & 19) were also quite hostile and
wanted more information than I had included on my CV.
The troop then became concerned about the fact that I wanted to work near their machine
guns. It’s just that when I applied for the job, I had no idea that’s where they were stored.
The Ministry of Defence eventually sent me a letter about one month later saying I didn't get the
job. I guess the terrorist watch-list was a red flag.

So I now realise that they tricked me into an interview so they could manipulate the results and
fabricated my interest in working with guns. The ‘Firearms trick’ was done to up my threat level
to suit their own agenda.

Threat Levels - You go backwards and look at past incidents - problems at work,
behavioral problems, does this person have access to firearms?” - A former Secret Service
agent
Prosecutions for death threats against US politicians spiked last year
qz.com

At the time of this interview, I was staying in a villa in Guadacorte that belonged to a guy who
was banned from entering Spain for being a gangster and was on the Interpol wanted list.
However, the people I lived with didn't tell me that before my brother and I went to stay with this
gangster's daughter (Perp 20) and her boyfriend (Perp 21). I only knew that she was a manager at
The Lord Nelson and worked with my brother all day.
I now realise that they must have been in on setting me up so must have been Perps. So the
address on my MOD paperwork was a villa that belonged to a wanted gangster! However, I
swear that I have never even met the guy.
It was at his villa when a Porn-Star (Perp 22) showed up with a Cameraman (Perp 23) asking me
if they could film a porn movie next to our pool and also, ‘Do you want to be involved?’.
Luckily, I declined their offer because the owner's daughter wasn't home. I now realise that they
must have been trying to sting me with Honeytrap 3.

CHAPTER 6

FIGHT CLUB
For a while, I rented a spare room and lived with a Gibraltarian guy named Francis I knew from
when we worked as scaffolders. We were both labourers and would usually just be passing long
tubes to a Welsh guy named Gary all day in the baking hot sun at different houses on high up the
rock.
Francis lived quite high up on the rock and I could see Morocco from my bedroom window.
After work, we would have barbecues and drink beer every night in the sun after work. I ended
up staying there for a few months because the Irish manager from The Lord Nelson had started
drinking and didn’t pay the rent on the little flat we stayed in with my brother. So my brother
would even come and crash on the sofa too until he found a flat to rent with a girl from
Manchester and her Hungarian boyfriend Attila, and another waitress from The Lord Nelson,
where I also went and lived for a while.
One day my brother came into The Calpe when he was drunk with his mates after they had
finished work scaffolding. They started arguing with two of my customers about football and all
of a sudden my brother attacked my only two customers by spraying them with a fire
extinguisher! I had no time to react before the bar was suddenly covered in white foam.
So I kicked them all out and tried to clean up the mess but because of this incident, I lost my
boss's trust because I never grassed-up my brother. So my boss just couldn’t figure out how I
screwed up so badly and put me on my one week notice.
That week Francis's uncle suggested to me that I get a security job working for the rocks private
security team because he knew the boss. So I called in at their offices one day in 2008 and met
the bosses and they gave me a job working as a Security Officer for Admiral Security.
The Police Sergeant who detained me for 'Terrorism' had to eat some humble pie and ended up
handing me a 'Certificate of Good Conduct' about two years later in New Mole, the same Police
Station where he once detained me for terrorism.
Gibraltar knew the terrorist escaping was not my fault. So they knew I was a ‘fit and proper
person’ and let me work for them. So I worked for Admiral Security full time for about six

months, usually at night. The boss of our Security team gave me a book and insisted that I read it.
It was called ‘The Guns of Navarone’ and for me, it served as a sort of training manual.

The Guns of Navarone (1961) Body Count
YouTube

I was guarding different sites and sometimes the main HQ. I spend some time looking out for
smugglers and break-ins on the docks and I would sometimes be guarding the coach park and all
the taxis. My job was to guard the rock while people sleep.
One thing I learned was that if you are a tourist in Gibraltar, the taxi drivers will always ask you,
‘Do you want the big tour or the little tour?’. So here’s a tip, there is no difference! Gibraltar is a
small place, there is nowhere else to go. It’s the same tour other than if you say you want the big
tour they will charge you extra.
It was lucky I worked for their security team because one day I walked through Customs at the
border and was greeted by their sniffer dog, who promptly sat down in front of me. So the two
guards took me into a side room for a search and found a stick of Hash in my sock. However, I
claimed that it wasn’t mine and that I must have ‘put on my flatmate’s socks by mistake’, but
they were not convinced.
So I told them I worked for the rock’s security team and the name of my boss. Then all of a
sudden, they started speaking to each other in that Gibraltarian language an outsider could never
understand. Then they took me into the staff toilets and flushed my hash down the loo, before
saying, ‘Sorry, but we have a zero-tolerance policy towards drugs’. Then, bizarrely, they both
‘nodded’ at me like they always do on ‘Fight Club’, so I just left.

VIBRATING LUGGAGE
In 2009, I inherited some money when my grandad passed away. I was sad but he was quite old
and could hardly walk around ever since he got his leg blown up in the war. I was at least happy
to have some spare money. So I resigned from my Security job and left Gibraltar after spending
two years on the rock.

First, I decided to do a bit of travelling before going back home to England. That’s when my
problems really started. I caught a plane straight to Amsterdam to kick back and relax for a
while. I was on my own just getting stoned and drifting around the shops, so after a couple of
weeks, I decided to fly back out to Spain to catch up with my brother. So I went through Schiphol
Airport and bought a one-way ticket to Malaga Airport. This is when I started having problems in
airports.
First, the airport security guy (Perp 24) singled me out for a very close search. So close that I
complained to the other airport staff about him and they started to watch his search technique.
After a few seconds, they stopped it and agreed with me that this guy was out of line by
searching me so aggressively. So they gave the airport security guy a telling off and wrote down
my complaints about him.
On arrival in Malaga, my problems continued. I waited for my luggage and watched every other
passenger collect their bags off the baggage tracks but mine was nowhere to be seen! So I went
and asked the guy at the checkout desk and he said, ‘They have put it on a different plane and I
don’t know where it is now’.
Most people would have just left the airport and written it off forever. However, I had everything
in that bag. So I waited around for a few hours and luckily the checkout guy eventually called me
back over and directed me to another area to collect my bag.
I know they did all this on purpose and that it’s a variation of the ‘Vibrating Luggage trick’. If
you are on a terror watch-list these are the games they will play.

Vibrating Luggage
Youtube

HOUSE PET
When I got back to Gibraltar In early 2009, I met back up with my brother and he agreed to
finally return to England. So we caught a plane to Manchester Airport where the cops caught up
with him straight away after he had survived for two years on the run. Two cops were waiting for
him at Manchester Airport and arrested him when we came through arrivals. So I caught a taxi
back to Sheffield on my own after they had arrested my brother.

My brother was sent to court later that year where his ex-girlfriend was a prosecution witness
against him. He was sentenced to three years in prison for the assault back in early 2007.
It was following the court case when my brother's ex-girlfriend (Perp 25) invaded my home. She
was just sitting with my flatmates when I returned home and she started explaining to me what
happened at the court case. So I said, ‘What are you doing here? This is my house, what are you
doing in my house?’. She replied, ‘Oh, I have just called in to see how you are and to tell you
about what happened at the court case’.
So we stayed friends, even after all that had happened. After all, I had nothing to do with the
incident that started all the drama. She was my brother’s girlfriend for a couple of years and we
always got along fine back then. However, she was a predator posing as a house pet.
Bizarrely, that Christmas she bought me a glass bong as a present. I was so surprised because I
had got her nothing and never even considered buying her anything. This is the ‘Gift Trick’. A
common trick perps will use to suck up to targets and try to gain our trust.

CHAPTER 7

ELECTION CAMPAIGN SET-UP
At the beginning of April 2010, I lived at Hillsborough, with an old work colleague from William
Hill, and another housemate who worked in construction. I was at home, playing poker online
when my brother’s ex-girlfriend turned up and knocked on the door. It’s strange to think how that
knock changed everything.
We went out to a pub on Hillsborough corner for a drink, and then she showed me an advert on
Facebook for a company who were trying to recruit people. Then she started to convince me that
it looked like a great opportunity. It looked like quite an interesting advert and she said she might
call them up at some point.
The next time I saw her later that week she claimed to have called them up and after speaking to
‘Sunny’ (Perp 26), on the phone, it sounded great and was a totally legal job. She said it was an
office job, doing sales work, in Barcelona. So I said it sounded good and she then said she had
now decided to quit her job in a call centre, to go and work for them with me and I thought it was
totally crazy of her!
I was planning on going out to Spain on my own to do the job because I was bored of playing
poker. Plus, my brother would probably be pissed off with me for going with her. However, she
had arranged the whole thing and thought she could make it as a sales-woman. So I could hardly
stop her. For me, it was just another sales job and I planned on kicking everyone's ass in
Barcelona using my sales skills, no matter what we were selling, just for entertainment.
After inheriting that money when my grandad passed away, it didn’t improve my life at all
because I started gambling online every day. I would wear sweatpants and a t-shirt as a sort of
uniform, as I gambled on sports and Poker all day, drinking Jack Daniels. To be honest, I was
probably worse than my old flatmate Matt, from Stan James, who was always on Betfair,
gambling on the cricket, before he ended up in KG5. (I still don’t buy that his gambling habit was
just part of his cover, but it’s possible.)
So I agreed to go with my brother’s ex-girlfriend and start a new job. We booked the plane
tickets, and I told my flatmates I was off on a new adventure. We then said goodbye to her mom,
who made me promise to make sure she stayed safe and then set off to the airport.

We caught our plane to Barcelona on Tuesday 6th April 2010. The day the 2010 General Election
Campaigns got underway.

MR ROBOT
When we arrived at Barcelona airport, where the guy who showed up to recruit us looked exactly
like Mr Robot (Perp 27). The guy who plays Elliot's dad in Mr Robot. Except this guy is part of
the real-life 'Dark Army'. To me, he seemed like a nice guy and at the time I didn’t even realise
the General Election was coming up. However, I guess Mr Robot realised it was an exciting time
in the world.

THE ENFORCER
The next day we met up with two brokers/enforcers in a bar. One was a big black dude with gold
teeth (Perp28), and his sidekick was a big white guy from London who looked like the rapper
‘Plan B’ (Perp 29).
We had a few drinks together and watched the Manchester United v Bayern Munich game while
they explained when we would be starting work. My brother's ex-girlfriend and I then moved
around a few different hotels for a few days, all arranged by a curly-haired Spanish woman (Perp
30) who arranged the accommodation for their staff.
However, they did use a few intimidation tactics on me to make sure I didn’t mess up like
warning me, ‘Not long ago a guy in a Boiler Room who messed up this job had his throat cut and
we know the murderer has escaped back to the UK’. However, at the time I just put these types of
comments down to banter from the other brokers. This was, after all, a boiler room. We all
agreed that we were ‘telephone terrorists’, and then just went nuts!
They really wanted me to do it and they were quite intimidating at times. My very first day at
work the enforcer with the gold teeth asked me, ‘Hey ginge, do you remember what happened to
that broker on The Sopranos who was not pushing 'Webistics?’.

Webistics
youtube

THE YOU’RE FIRED TRICK
On my first day, a bizarre scene played out as ‘Plan B’ had a massive argument with ‘Sunny’
about his attitude. The argument ended with Sunny threatening to send round two Serbians to
break Plan B’s legs if he didn't move out of the company apartment that week. They do this in the
movie ‘Boiler Room’ too when one of the trainees called another broker a ‘dumbass’ in the
group interview.

Get The Fuck Out Of Here! Ben Affleck
youtube.com

GEORGE HAMILTON
One of the brokers was named George (Perp 31). We all made up our own phone names and he
decided to use George Hamilton. However, the investors kept asking him, ‘Are you the most
tanned man in America?’. This would really piss George off, but he stuck with the ‘phone name’
anyway.
He thought he was a hotshot broker and didn’t like being told off by our bosses. He showed up
late to work one day so Sunny said, ‘I am going to fine you ten euros for being late’. So George
replied, ‘FINE? What are you talking about fine? I work in a boiler room!’. To which Sunny
walked off in disgust back to her office.
George was supposedly on the run for murdering his wife in a bakery, so only showed up to the
office a couple of times before he left, saying that he had decided to go and sell ecstasy pills in
South America.

THE FAMOUS BOSS TRICK
George and the enforcers were always making jokes about how they had previously set up a
website masquerading as Berkshire Hathaway. So they were always trying to convince potential
investors that they had just come off the phone with their boss, Warren Buffet.

SUNNY
The ‘totally legal’ job Sunny had sold us on the phone when we were back in England turned out
to be styled as a 'Boiler Room'. The business website was an 'Investment Management and
Consultation firm', and our website said we were headquartered in Dublin.
Sunny would sometimes bring her small dog into the office during the day. She had named him
Obama and would let him run around on top of our desks while we made calls.
Sunny was one of the two main bosses so she didn’t come and make many calls with us.
However, when she did come and join us, she was very good on the phone. Sunny’s favourite
trick is quite impressive, compared to Mr Robot anyway. So I will give you a tip, if you are
trying to track her down, do not believe her secretary, because she is the secretary!
Sunny likes to answer the phone as a ditzy, loud, southern secretary who you would think is the
biggest idiot ever. Then, she will say ‘OK my darling, I will just transfer you to the head of
investments now’, then put the phone down for a few seconds, before coming straight back on
the phone as a totally different person who now sounded like a New York real estate agent. So I
found her trick funny and was pretty impressed because she will never need to hire a secretary,
she can just become one.

MYSTERY OF THE SERBIAN GENERAL
All I can really say about ‘The General’ (Perp 32), is that she had a thick Russian sounding
accent and for some reason, she insisted that we all call her 'Marsha'. I thought it was Russian for
'General' at the time, but I’m still not really sure.
The General gave us all some training on the stock markets and then for extra training in my
spare time after work, I would watch the movie ‘Boiler Room’ over and over again to learn how
to do the job. I must have watched it at least ten times and then kept working on my script to use
at work. However, they didn’t tell me to do this, and when ‘The General’ overheard me and
another broker talking about that movie, she specifically told me not to watch it. However, I
didn’t listen to her and I became obsessed with becoming a rogue stockbroker.
I asked another broker Jussie, who was from London, who the hell the General was, and he told
me she was the brains of the operation. Then one day she popped round to our company flat and
we had a chat because I was still wrestling with the idea of doing this type of work and I was a

bit concerned about some of the clients and how pissed off they might be later on. So I said,
‘What if one of these businessmen tries to track us down?’. The General replied, ‘Oh Simon, I
know the head of the Serbian Mafia. War Criminals’.

“Word on the straazz is they've unleashed their top boy. His party piece, right, is lopping
people's heads off then fetching them back to his boss. It's all about honour and respect
with these head-banging nationalist outfits. They can't have it getting about that anybody
has took liberties with them.”
Shanks - Layer Cake 2004

So who was I involved with? The Serbian mob? The GRU? I had no way to tell, but this was just
a Boiler Room, it’s not like I was working for The ‘Internet Research Agency’. I thought, who
knows, maybe I will eventually catch up with Sergei Mavrodi after all these years. So I can
demand my £100 back I sent him all those years ago.
I felt bad for the prospective investors because I remembered how gutted I was when
Stockgeneration.com burned everyone. However, I was used to dealing with gamblers all day and
they always lose all their money in the end. So I figured that these guys have to lose sometimes,
it’s just part of the game. So after wrestling with the idea for a while, I carried on working for the
General and decided to just run with it.

THE DYING TRICK
Mr Robot loves to cold call investors claiming that his friend Marcus Smith is dead, or
sometimes seriously injured with terrible spinal injuries, after crashing his Lamborghini into a
tree! He has even learnt some of the medical terms used in spinal injuries in case anyone doubts
his story.
His favourite trick is to pitch everyone that he was now going through his dead colleague Marcus
Smith's little black book of contacts and calling everyone up to let them know the bad news and
that he would now be their new contact at our firm.

This trick is done because when people think you’re dying, they really listen to you, instead of
just waiting for their turn to speak. If you have watched 'Fight Club’ you will already know this
from when he attends all the support groups. So it's the same concept with a sick twist.
You may have seen this trick recently attempted by Eve Polastri on 'Killing Eve'. It's basically
where we will cold call you and claim a friend or colleague has just had a terrible car accident, so
we are calling on their behalf, or for their benefit, or we are just devastated by the news in some
way. It’s done so people will feel sorry for you straight away and are way more likely to be
responsive.

EVE - ‘Yes, I know technically, it's not legal to divulge customer's personal information,
but it's not like anyone would find out. Maybe I should explain why this cake meant so
much. You see, not long ago, my husband was involved in a serious accident, and it's…’
BEAR - ‘Hold up. I've... I've got something here.’
EVE - ‘Thank God. I had no idea where I was going with that.’
Eve Polastri
Killing Eve - Season 3 Episode 7

MY TRICK
My role was cold calling prospective investors, introducing myself and our company, and finding
out if they would like us to email them some more information about our firm. Then, call them
back and talk about the FTSE100 Index and the state of the markets, sometimes offering them a
free portfolio analysis.
I learnt a lot from just talking to investors all day long. At first, I tried to do it Mr Robot style, but
I would start laughing when I got to the part about the Lamborghini. Plus, after a few calls
mentioning Mascus Smith to everyone, one of the investors said to me ‘Oh, you’ve spoken to Mr
Smith, haha, they all say that mate’.
So I realised early on that perhaps Mr Robot’s ice breaker of the ‘dying trick’, was not the best
approach. So I tried to find a better approach and eventually, I found a pitch that was going well.

I would cold-call people and say ‘I’m just calling to catch up, I spoke to you last year briefly
about an investment idea we had at the time, so I’m just letting you know it went well and we are
looking at another company over the next few weeks to I’d like to discuss with you’.
This worked almost every time and most people believed me that we had spoken before at some
point because investors get calls like this all the time, and who can remember what they were
doing six months ago or if I even called them or not?
It doesn’t even matter because if they insist that they don’t know me I will just agree with them
and say ‘Oh, well I tried to call you on ‘5th November last year to let you know about company
X, but it is possible I didn’t manage to get through, I can only apologize if I didn’t tip you off
about it because since then that stock has almost trebled in value ’. Then I would just carry on
talking about the current company and why it’s going to blow up over the next few months, and
before you know it you are discussing the markets and there is never an issue, and it’s now not a
cold call, so you won’t have to overcome that objection if it comes up.
However, I said this almost always works, because when it doesn’t work, the consequences can
be unexpected. I called a number off my big list of leads and tried my ‘assumptive open’, where I
just assume we already know each other, and they just go along with it. Except on this call, the
guy answered and I said, ‘Hi, we spoke last year…’ and the guy asked, ‘Who are you calling for?
And when did you speak to him?’, so I just repeated that I spoke to this guy last year so I’m just
calling to catch up. He then became furious with me shouting ‘YOU LYING BASTARD! MY
DAD HAS BEEN DEAD FOR THREE YEARS!’.
He was annoyed with my lies and he demanded to speak to my boss. Luckily, I worked in a
boiler room. So I just improvised and explained that all the bosses were stuck in Manhattan
because of the ash cloud that was covering Europe at the time of our call.

Volcanic ash cloud grounds planes until Saturday
theguardian.com

So after that, I dropped the ‘assumptive open’ and just stuck to the old KISS technique. Keep it
simple stupid. However, a few days later, one afternoon I was sat next to Jussie and for a joke, I
gave him the number of the guy who wanted to speak to a boss and told him it was a hot lead and
he should name drop me so he knows you are with a good firm.
So Jussie gladly accepted the lead and was eagerly awaiting this guy to answer. Then obviously,
as soon as he mentioned our firm and my ‘phone name’, the guy went ballistic! He went on a

huge rant about what a tosser I am. It was hilarious, and poor Jussie spent ten minutes trying to
calm the guy down.

ELON MUSK
After a couple of weeks, the bosses brought in a manager who was a former member of the
military (Perp 33). He was there to yell and intimidate us all into making phone calls all day.
I had no idea how our company managed to pay the phone bill that must have been huge because
the office was filled with over a dozen brokers. There was a blonde girl who was a traveller (Perp
34) who was friendly and good on the phone, and another girl who was from Manchester (Perp
35), who found it very funny to use a ‘phone name’ of a girl who bullied her in school. So for
revenge and fun, she would use her name and be rude to everyone on the phone.
Mr Robot and I would often pop into the back office for cigarette breaks in between calls. That’s
when I mentioned this tactic to our manager who came in for some water. I just found it so funny
because I noticed it was causing Mr Robot more problems than the good it was doing. After all,
no one had even heard of Marcus goddamn Smith! So the army dude said to Mr Robot, ‘Ay,
knock it on the head eh’.
One of the brokers was named OCD Matt (Perp 36) because he had OCD and kept screwing up a
lot. So the big army dude kept trying to help him, but it was useless. OCD Matt would just panic
and offer people stock, then if they said no he would just shout, ‘Come on Mr….., it’s only ten
thousand pounds, my watch is worth more than that!’. Despite OCD Matt not even owning a
watch.
Our ex-army Manager looked like a hardened war veteran and he didn't like to make phone calls.
I think he would rather have been on a battlefield somewhere than stuck in an office. Eventually,
after trying over and over to help OCD Matt, the ex-army dude Manager finally snapped! He was
shouting, ‘FOR FUCK SAKE MATTY!’, as he started headbutting the shit out of the office door!
Over and over he was just nutting the office door in frustration at OCD Matt’s absurd approach to
being a stockbroker. Our ex-army dude Manager was like Elon Musk on steroids!

During a tour this spring at Tesla Inc.’s electric-car factory in Fremont, Calif., Elon Musk
asked why the assembly line had stopped. Managers said automatic safety sensors halted
the line whenever people got in the way. Mr. Musk became angry, according to people
familiar with what happened. His high-profile gamble on mass-producing electric cars had
lagged behind since production began, and here was one more frustration. The billionaire
entrepreneur began head-butting the front end of a car on the assembly line.
Elon Musk Faces His Own Worst Enemy
wsj.com

THE BANK ACCOUNT TRICK
I stayed in a company apartment with my brother’s ex-girlfriend and two other brokers from
London. The bosses of our operation took my passport as ID for the apartment but gave it back to
me a few days later. Then out of the blue, my bank in Gibraltar cancelled my bank card, despite it
having three years left before it was due to expire. It was the only bank account I had so I then
had no way to escape.
My bank then gave me a ridiculous excuse when I called them: ‘We have cancelled everyone's
Visa cards and issued them all new ones.’ So I called up my old landlady (Perp 37) whose house
I lived in and she started to have a go at me over a water bill of 80 euros I never paid. However,
she never mentioned this to me in Gibraltar but still refused to send me the new bank card I had
asked my bank to send out. Luckily, the bosses paid us all £150 per week, the same as in the
movie ‘Boiler Room’.

"Target bank accounts can be disrupted in ways which do not give the target cause to
involve law enforcement."

The utility companies would send me extreme bills that were unfounded...like a water bill
for thousands of dollars. I'd investigate all pipes, inside and outside house with
professionals...the bills were just arbitrary...they'd still make be pay approx. half...
@LizActivate
7:16 PM · Sep 4, 2020

KILLER EVIDENCE
It was a couple of days before David Cameron's 2010 election victory when an enforcer said to
me, ‘Ring this number, it's a Conservative in Kensington’. Then passed me a lead on a separate
piece of paper. Then as I was dialling the number of this special lead, everyone else stopped work
and started staring at me. This tactic is done to put the pressure on. I call it the ‘Stop and Stare
trick’.
So I called the number, a woman answered and I introduced our company. Then I made a joke
about David Cameron investing in our stock picks because after all the Warren Buffet jokes, and
due to election fever, I just couldn’t resist. I said the same line one of the brokers on the movie
Boiler Room used when he said ‘I’ve invested very heavily myself’. So I just said, ‘ David
Cameron has invested very heavily himself’.
It's probably the best kompromat they ever achieved because they now have more great proof of
me mocking David Cameron. Not to mention the fact that I could have been on the phone to
Kensington Palace for all I knew. When I ended the call their enforcer said, ‘That was brilliant,
ginge’.

Undercover Reporter: “What we want to know is - what is the expertise of the deep digging
that you can do to make sure that the people know the true identity and secrets of these
people?”
Alexander Nix: “Oh, we do a lot more than that. I mean deep digging is interesting, but
you know equally effective can be just to go and speak to the incumbents and to offer them
a deal that's too good to be true and make sure that's video recorded you know these sorts
of tactics are very effective, instantly having video evidence of corruption, putting it on the
internet, these sorts of things. We have lots of history of things.”
Alexander Nix - CEO Cambridge Analytica
Cambridge Analytica Uncovered: Secret filming reveals election tricks
YouTube

JUSSIE SMOLLET
The two brokers I shared a company flat with were both from London. The girl broker looked
exactly like Nia Long (Perp 38) who played Abi in the movie Boiler Room. The dude looked
exactly like Jussie Smollett (Perp 39) and was a wannabe gangster rapper who was always
writing down his latest raps for his Music career. However, when he showed me his rap book it
looked more like a scrapbook.
Jussie was scared of being jumped by the other brokers because they were from up north and
quite hostile to the Londoners. So he had decided that he was saving up for a gun to defend
himself better because he feared that the knife he carried in his sock and took to work every day
would not be enough when they all ‘jump’ him on the office stairs.
So I hung out with Jussie and Nia Long a lot after work in our company apartment. I would
sometimes start digging away at them out of curiosity trying to find out who our bosses were, but
Jussie would not crack. He always refused to tell me who we were working for. He said I did not
deserve to know because I was a 'white boy'.
The first rule of operation ‘Boiler Room’ was ‘you do not ask questions’.
Eventually, near the end of my time working for them, Jussie pulled the ‘Truth Drugs trick’ on
me! He must have slipped something in my drink again just like Matt (Perp 2) did. Jussie was
hoping I would slip up and call him the n-word I think because he was desperate for me to
oppress him!
It was just like what Jussie Smollet did when he hired those two guys to oppress him. Only my
Jussie Smollett did this to me because I was his target and he wanted some kompromat!
His trick worked on me but I’m not racist at all.
Then the barbiturates they like to spike us with made me feel drowsy the next day, same as last
time. That’s how I know what Jussie did to me because the after-effects the next day were exactly
the same as I felt on Grand National day 2007. So I now know, because I am a veteran of the
terror watch-list by this point.
When I showed up at work the next day after Jussie spiked me, the office manager had a go at me
for being racist to Jussie. They tried to make me feel guilty by claiming he wasn’t a ‘n-word’.
That’s how the professionals do the 'Fake Racist Attack trick’. So I can now be painted as a
'White Supremacist' in the fake dossier the spooks keep building up on me.

Smollett originally told police on January 29, 2019, that two masked men attacked him at 2
a.m. in Chicago, made racist and homophobic insults, threw chemicals on him, looped a
noose around his neck, and told him he was in “MAGA country.”

As Chicago police started to investigate the attack, Smollett’s story fell apart. Police alleged
weeks later that Smollett paid two friends to help stage the attack because he was unhappy
with his salary on the TV show “Empire.” Chicago Police Superintendent Eddie T. Johnson
said in late February 2019 that Smollett “took advantage of the pain and anger of racism to
promote his career.”
Flashback: Kamala Harris once called Jussie Smollett's claims of an attack an 'attempted modern
day lynching'
foxnews.com

NIA LONG
Nia Long was nineteen, and hot. She eventually became their fifth honeytrap. We had a few
drinks one night in our company apartment and my bedroom was right next to hers after my
brother's ex had moved out after quitting the job after a couple of weeks and going back to
England. So for most of my spare time, I was left alone with Nia Long and I think this
kompromat clearly contradicts the ‘White Supremacist’ narrative created by Jussie.

THE HAPPY PHOTO TRICK
On my last day at work ‘The General’ gave me a 'big hug' that morning outside a coffee shop
before work. It was the kind of snap Harvey Weinstein always makes them show in court with
him and his accusers, both with big smiles on their faces. Their lawyers tried this trick at Harvey
Weinstein’s trial. They take pictures like this because in court they want to show you had a
‘friendly relationship’ with your attacker.
It was so they have a great snap of me and the General looking friendly. When really that was
right before she bared her claws and attacked me! A hungry lion would have been friendlier.

The judge in Harvey’s trial ignored this stupid tactic and dismissed this type of evidence outright.
They will also sometimes try to use emails or text messages as well as the ‘Happy Photo trick’.
However, as the prosecutor explained in the FT article, this evidence doesn’t prove anything.

During the more recent effort to shut down emerging stories, Kroll again played a central
role. E-mails show that Dan Karson, the chairman of Kroll Americas’ Investigations and
Disputes practice, contacted Weinstein at his personal e-mail address with information
about women with allegations. In one October, 2016, e-mail, Karson sent Weinstein eleven
photographs of McGowan and Weinstein together at different events in the years after he
allegedly assaulted her.
Three hours later, Weinstein forwarded Karson’s e-mail to Boies and Weinstein’s
criminal-defense attorney, Blair Berk, and told them to “scroll thru the extra ones.” The
next morning, Berk replied that one photo, which showed McGowan warmly talking with
Weinstein, “is the money shot.”
Harvey Weinstein’s Army of Spies
By Ronan Farrow - November 6, 2017

Mr Weinstein’s side argues that these women were using him for his connections and that
the sexual encounters were consensual. Damon Cheronis, his defence lawyer, cited evidence
of friendly emails and text messages the women sent to Mr Weinstein.
“You are going to see an actual loving relationship between [one of the accusers] and
Harvey Weinstein based on hundreds of emails,” Mr Cheronis said. “And you are going to
ask yourself, what is going on? You’re going to say: oh my God, Harvey Weinstein is
innocent.”
Mr Cheronis also argued that the women did not report these incidents to the police, and
many of them continued to contact Mr Weinstein. Ms Hast, the prosecutor, pleaded for the
jurors to “really listen” to the women who will testify. “Almost all victims are assaulted by
someone they know, don’t resist, don’t immediately report their assault, and reach back out
to their attacker,” she told jurors. Women’s rights activists have positioned this trial as
crucial in establishing a precedent for future abuse cases.
Harvey Weinstein accused of preying on vulnerable women
ft.com

THE LOOKALIKE TRICK
After George Hamilton had quit his job, Nia Long showed me a Facebook page of a guy who
looked like him, but it wasn’t him. This is the ‘Lookalike trick’ spooks sometimes do to confuse
suspects by showing you disinformation. So it’s harder to identify them later on.

THE SHAMING TRICK
They often end these types of operations with the tactic ‘shaming’. This is where they aim to
convince the target that they have done something wrong. In my case, drugging me, then
accusing me of saying or doing something totally out of character.
To end their operation they brought in some more people. They changed the manager to an even
nastier guy (Perp 40) who was very aggressive on the phone. Then a new broker (Perp 41) started
and would just stare and listen to me all day like a total creep. Then a woman who had worked
as a lawyer (Perp 42) moved into our apartment and for some reason, she was obsessed with
showing me pictures of her kids on her phone.
Nia Long then suggested that I click on one of the enforcer’s Facebook profiles. The one with the
gold teeth. So I did and we flicked through the pictures together for about two minutes. The next
time I arrive at the office, he accuses me of looking at a picture of his kid on his Facebook page.
When all I did was flip through his publicly available photos with Nia Long.
He then tells me that we are going to sort this out. So just the enforcer and I went into the back
office where he beat the crap out of me! However, only by slapping me around and kicking and
stamping on me. Just like those brokers did on The Sopranos. He got to play out his favourite
scene that he warned me about on my first day.
I could not even fight back because he was a six-foot black guy and some sort of bodybuilder
who claimed that all his teeth were knocked out by a gangster who pistol-whipped him. So that’s
why his teeth were all gold, like the biggest stereotypical gangster you have ever seen!
After we sorted out our beef ‘The General’ sent me into a small side office we had but never
used. Then when she had gone back to her office the enforcer came back and turned off the light!
I was forced to sit on an office chair at a small desk in my solitary confinement cell, in the dark.

Luckily, ‘The General’ came back out of her office and let me go after a few minutes and gave
me a plane ticket back to London and then to Leeds.
So I had a few bruises but it wasn’t much of a secret prison. However, the last thing their
enforcer said to me was, ‘If you say anything about our website, we are going to target your
brother and sister’.
Luckily, I was never worried about it because I am not a grass. Plus, I am still not a grass for
writing this book. It was over ten years ago now so they can hardly say it’s ‘too soon’. Plus, I am
only writing about people who are working the terror watch-lists.
Since being let out of my secret prison, and after reading the many stories from CAGE about
what has happened to some Muslim terror suspects, it doesn’t seem that bad compared to what
some of them have been through.

"16yrs ago I was arrested on my way home from work in London and then spent the next
11yrs in prison in the UK and US, 8yrs of them without charge and 6yrs in isolation.
Today, I am a free man thanks to Allah, then my lawyers and a fair American judge.
No hardship lasts forever."
Babar Ahmad
@FreeBabarAhmad

CHAPTER 8

CAREER SABOTAGE
I caught a plane out of Barcelona and arrived at Gatwick Airport on July 1st 2010. I then went to
stay with an ‘old school friend’ for the summer and watched every world cup game until Spain
eventually lifted the 2010 world cup.
During the tournament, I spoke to my old boss from Staybrite Windows and told him about my
adventure in the Boiler Room. He said he knew a company that hired people into legitimate
Financial sales jobs. So I applied for a job at the company he mentioned to me.
They soon called me up and said they were doing a group interview later that month for Financial
Coordinators working at any of their many international offices. So I attended their group
interview in Birmingham and they offered me the job. I had just told them the truth that I had
worked in sales and the gambling industry. I even thought it was good that I had some experience
working in that little boiler room.
Plus, I went to Barcelona thinking it was a legitimate job, so how can anyone blame me that the
bosses turned out to be dodgy people? I wasn’t worried about what happened in Barcelona and I
told loads of people the story about what happened over there.
I then decided to go and work in their Bangkok office. It was on the other side of the world, but
that was my plan. To escape for a bit in case any Serbian gangsters like the ‘Dragon’ tried to find
me. I foolishly thought that no one would find me in Bangkok. So I set off on a new mission to
resume my career as a legitimate Financial coordinator, instead of a rogue stockbroker.

BANGKOK EXCHANGE TOWER
I flew to Thailand and met up with three brokers in a strip club. They explained that we were
working in the Exchange Tower, in the business district, for our investment bank. However, my
stalkers still followed me. I should have known that borders mean nothing to the Dark Army.
However, back then, I was always one step behind.

My company explained the role to me and we were expected to source our leads using our
initiative. I then asked the manager if he had any leads and luckily he sent me a spreadsheet from
a former employee who had been working on them before she left. So I now had about 500
contacts of expatriates in Thailand to call and I was lining up appointments within a few days.
Since my first day, I suspected my work colleague, a stocky skinhead, from England, named
Mark (Perp 43) wasn’t a real broker. He was sitting next to me all day in the Exchange Tower
and I could tell because he was not very comfortable on the phone and nobody would listen to
him for too long. They just kept hanging up on him because I heard him making his calls and it
was bullshit. It happens a lot but he seemed to be pretty sad about cold calling people and I think
it made him a bit depressed. All-day long all he wrote was ‘wood’. I should have yelled,
‘TIMBER!’, every time he pencilled someone in for a callback.

We have a list of questions that we have developed from close study of the undercovers
exposed so far. Not having the skills they claim, especially where it is within their alleged
job (Mark Jenner, for instance claimed to be a professional joiner but was unable to fit a
kitchen). Related to this is not knowing enough about something they claim to be into,
particularly a football team.
Undercoverresearch.net

I only worked in Bangkok for one month before catching a plane back home. However, before I
left, one of the brokers who I originally met in a strip club (Perp 44), had a drink with me outside
a bar. He then rolled up a cigarette and said it was weed and encouraged me to smoke some with
him. However, it was another trick because he drugged me on purpose so I was dizzy for a few
minutes, right after I resigned from my job.
I didn’t realise at the time but my enemies from within the system had been very busy targeting
my friends back in England and had managed to turn them against me. The ‘old school friend’ I
rented a spare room from had inexplicably turned his back on me now and said I was no longer
welcome to stay at his house. So that night I crashed at his cousins (Perp 45).
The spooks then tried another trick against me on my first night back in England when my friend
was online playing Call of Duty. The other players could speak and it comes through the speakers
as my friend talks into his microphone. So they used my friends Xbox communication speakers

on the live chat to say things relevant to what had happened to me when abroad. Luckily, I was
so exhausted from a 16-hour flight that I just crashed out that night into a deep sleep.
That week I had to find somewhere to stay and was considering my options. Then, I called my
pot dealer (Perp 46). If you ask me now, I couldn’t tell you why I called him. He wasn’t a good
person to stay with because he was a bit of a chav, but when I popped over to get some pot we
hung out for a while and he said, ‘Do you need a place to stay? Just ask’.
So I went to live with him and his wife (Perp 47) for a while, renting their spare room. I should
have known how easily they could be manipulated into becoming perps.

THE FALSE ARREST
I was on the outskirts of Sheffield when Derbyshire Police pulled up out of nowhere and started
harassing me. They arrested me for no reason, took me to the Police station, strip-searched me,
then kept me, prisoner, by putting me in isolation for 18 hours in my cell with no exercise or
food.
When I was locked up it took them ages to get me a duty solicitor so they took advantage of this
by raiding my mom's house at 5 AM. Even though I hadn’t lived there for years. Three cops then
stormed into my cell demanding that I give them my current address. However, I refused to be
intimidated by these clowns and refused to talk to them. So eventually they let me speak to a duty
solicitor.
I then instructed my solicitor to issue them a statement on my behalf at the start of my interview
to state that I had done nothing wrong. My solicitor was amazed at how they had been treating
me so he went and complained to the desk Sergeant about their threatening behaviour by coming
into my cell.
One Police Officer (Perp 48) then interrogated me on his own for about half an hour despite me
just remaining silent after my solicitor had already read him my statement. I didn’t give him one
comment but he still kept complaining that I wasn't 'looking at him' enough.
An important tip to remember is to be careful when the Police say this to you because it's one of
the checkboxes they use under Schedule 7 laws. Not looking at them suggests to them that you
were not cooperating with them. In their warped minds.
After 19 hours of shenanigans, they released me on bail. Why was I on bail? I have no idea. I
had done nothing wrong and they used Perp 36 to set me up. The Police claimed my pot dealer
had a ‘cocaine baggie’ on him. So that was their excuse to arrest us both for Class A drugs.

However, a few days later the cops told me not to bother coming back to answer bail because the
Class A drug turned out to be a legal substance available online.
I know because I attended court with my pot dealer and listened to the lawyers explaining that
the tests done by the police on the substance proved it was legal. So my pot dealer was only
convicted of possessing two grams of pot that the Police found back at his house when they
supposedly raided it at the same time they turned over my mom’s house. The reason for this
stunt? It was the ‘False Arrest Trick’.

“#Disrupt” is a govt. #security tactic that can include false arrests…
@LizActivate
12:12 AM · Aug 4, 2020

“I knew I couldn’t trust anyone involved. There were no prints on the cocaine baggie that
turned up in my missing wallet days later after it was stolen from my backpack on a plane
on my way to a PUBLICIZED APPEARANCE. They got me on planes because I can’t use
a fake name when flying. I was facing TEN YEARS on a felony charge in Virginia. TEN
YEARS. This was during the period where EVERY PART OF MY LIFE was infiltrated by
Israeli and British spies. This was the level of power after me. I had handcuffs on me
BEFORE my rapist did.”
@rosemcgowan
8:18 PM - Aug 13, 2020

FORMER STOCKBROKERS
So I lived with my pot dealer and to pay my share of the rent I got a job working for an
outsourcing centre. I was working on a contract for a major energy provider and things were
going well.
However, after a while, one of the bosses called me over and told me that they have done some
work with the bank I worked for in Thailand. I wasn’t sure what he meant by this but one Friday
afternoon after work, I went for a drink with a few of my work colleagues. That’s when two guys
followed me to the bar and approached me claiming they were ‘Former Stockbrokers’ (Perps 49
& 50).

I knew straight away they were stalking me and the next week I made a deal with my manager to
end our contract on mutual terms. So that I could return to the Jobcentre and look for a new job
without losing my benefits.
I then moved back to Sheffield with my pot dealer. However, his wife was expecting their second
child so they would be needing their spare room for the baby soon. That’s when I spoke to a dude
I knew who was staying in a hostel in the city whilst he was on the waiting list for a council flat.
So I joined him and did the same because I needed to find my own home.
I moved into the hostel for three months and signed up to the waiting list for a council flat. I just
had to prove that I could live a normal life for 12 weeks and then Sheffield Council could
consider offering me a permanent flat.

THE ‘GIFT TRICK’
I already knew a couple of people in the hostel from my local area but my neighbour was a
scruffy looking guy from Barnsley (Perp 51), who stayed in the next room to me. I had only just
met him but after only a few days he pulled the ‘Gift trick’ on me.
At the time I only owned two pairs of trainers. One pair that was falling apart that I wore every
day, the others were a pair of Moschino trainers I bought in Amsterdam back when I had money
to burn. So my neighbour had obviously noticed the fact that my trainers were looking a bit tatty,
so he insisted that I take a box of trainers he wanted to give me because, ‘I bought them from a
market stall, and they don’t fit me’. So I accepted his gift and after becoming friends.
The best example of this trick I know of is when the FBI sent Jack Massarone to talk to Tony
whilst wearing a wire, starting off with the ‘gift trick’, by giving him a painting of the rat pack as
a gift.

Tony: There he is. Black Jack Massarone.
Jack: I saw this and I thought of you.
Tony: Ho, look at that!

Jack: Guy's local. He makes them as part of a program for disabled vets. A little gift to
show my gratitude for all our work together.
Tony: Thanks.
THE SOPRANOS (1999–2007): SEASON 5, EPISODE 2 - RAT PACK

I then walked outside one day to see my new friend walking along the street with a stocky
skinhead who had his arm around him. Incredibly, it was Mark (Perp 43), from Thailand! When
they got close Mark said: ‘Hi, would you like to come for a beer with us? I used to be a
stockbroker.’

CHAPTER 9

CORPORATE MOBBING
I applied for a council flat online as soon as I could and I was offered a flat after only 11 weeks
in the hostel. So aged 28, I moved into my first ever home just a few miles away from where I
grew up. I then started looking for a new job to resume my career, assuming I could trust my
local Job Centre. However, after a few weeks, a woman from London (Perp 52) showed up and
tricked me into signing a document that was more like a ‘catalogue’ than a Jobcentre form.
I was asked to sign up for a program to help me find a job sooner. So, as I was always willing to
learn new skills and had recently completed a Jobcentre Work Skills Course and also a Contact
Centre course, I trusted the Jobcentre woman and instantly signed up. A few weeks later my
advisor put me on an ‘Open Day’ with a Lloyds bank. So I attended and they explained the role
of a Mortgage Advisor to a group of about fifteen people. They said all training would be
included and showed us how to apply for the role online.
So I did exactly as instructed as part of my Jobcentre agreement to stay committed to finding
work. I applied online, passed their aptitude test, and then the maths tests. After a while, I was
invited for an interview at Lloyds bank in Sheffield city centre. It went well and a few weeks
later they offered me the job as a Mortgage trainee.
The day before my 30th birthday in February 2014, I started my new job as a mortgage advisor
for a Lloyds bank. On my first day at work, I met my team of fake mortgage trainees. There were
ten people in my team of new starters and they were all involved, all perpetrators.
Among this group of clowns was a lawyer who looked like Mike Ross (Perp 53) from ‘Suits’. A
psychologist (Perp 54) who would just stare at me all day and take notes like a total creep, a
strange Bosnian guy (Perp 55), and a smarmy German guy (Perp 56) whose job it was to throw in
nasty comments at every opportunity.
There was also a guy who looked like ‘Columbo’ (Perp 57), who was in his mid-forties and
claimed to have got ten A’s back in school, but was now supposedly working as a Mortgage
trainee at this entry-level job sat next to me all day. So I checked his Facebook page and saw that
one of his favourite movies was Fight Club. Then he actually said in the boardroom that it was
his all-time favourite movie. So I find this very suspicious and I think this is a good clue that he
was a spook.

Then there was a guy I thought I recognised from Gibraltar, Perp 13, the one who likes to mock
the prophet, Muhammed. However, he was using a different name and to hide his face he had
bizarrely grown a huge beard!
In the background pulling the strings was a little bald-headed guy with glasses that looks like the
actor Adam Lusticke (Perp 58) from that TV show ‘Corporate’. He is a truly evil character just
like in the show, except that my evil boss workes with Counter-terrorism, so he was even worse.

THE SPANISH INQUISITION
I had already passed the banks maths tests and their aptitude test. Then, I passed the ‘Fit and
Proper’ person check. However, they soon started behaving like the ‘Stasi’ by pressuring me into
signing documents before I had time to read them by accusing me of being the ‘slowest at
reading’.
This is the same trick the woman in the Jobcentre used on me when she said, ‘Just sign it’. I
signed up because I wanted to pass my exams and do well at the job. I wanted to learn because I
messed up at school and got kicked out, then dropped out of college. So I was always trying to
catch up by doing work skills courses to learn new skills.
Instead, they interrogated me over six weeks in a boardroom. Using their 'killer evidence' against
me from their entrapment mission in Barcelona.
However, who cares? It was the most blatant entrapment set-up ever. They threatened me and
used the ex-military to insist that I did the crime for them. Even Bodie knows what entrapment is,
well kind of.

The Wire - Bodie's Contrapment
Youtube

My training at the bank was a lesson on how to psychologically abuse someone. When I am not a
terrorist at all and the whole time I was just trying to study for my exams. It reminds me of that
student who was wrongly accused when reading his textbooks.

“I could not believe it. I was reading an academic textbook and minding my own business,"
he told The Guardian. "At first I thought I’d just laugh it off as a joke." But he added:
“The implications if I did not challenge this could be serious for me… This could happen to
any young Muslim lad. I had to fight back.”
Student wrongly accused of being a terrorist after he was seen reading a textbook on terrorism
for his degree
independent.co.uk

During my six weeks of studying, I realised that one of my fake Mortgage trainee colleagues
Sam (Perp 59) had been trying to teach me the wrong answers to some of the exam questions.
Our manager Matt (Perp 60) also gave me old training material to study that wasn’t relevant to
the course. Luckily, I did my studying my way and learned all the correct answers anyway.
An evil girl called Zoe (Perp 61) would sometimes text me the wrong start times after the
breached my data protection by passing out everyone's mobile phone number and personal email
address. They later apologise to everyone for doing that but by then it was too late, the damage
was done and the most annoying girl ever Zoe had my number! Arghhh!
They would all take days off after telling me to show up. They would always be messing with the
temperature in the room by making it either too hot or too cold. Then they would sometimes
bring in a new agent named Anthony (Perp 62) to interrogate me using the bizarre mimicking
technique saying things like, ‘Hello everyone, I worked as a security guard, and then I worked in
Barcelona’. When obviously, that is my previous work history, not his.
A guy called Ben (Perp 63) who I found out went to my old school Greenhill even took some
photos of my handwriting, asking for my permission first. Probably to match it up to the boiler
room charts that they begged me to write for them in Barcelona when they claimed, ‘We are not
very good at maths’.
So in Barcelona, I did the sums and wrote them a chart. I even gave Mr Robot and the enforcer
who beat me up a copy of my script to help them become better hustlers. I was gutted our
operation wasn’t going well because at the time I was sure we could do a better job than Sergei
Mavrodi. Our fake website was way better than Stockgeneration.com so I couldn’t understand
why our operation was so sloppy.

Columbo then accused me of being a threat to his kids. Just like in Barcelona. That's about half a
dozen times now they have accused me of that. This time they started accusing me of 'tax
avoidance', so I just denied it because it was another false insinuation. Then Columbo says,
‘Well my kids better hope so’.

"Most corporate cultures have an 'ostrich mentality' and refuse to accept that they have a
mobbing problem," Morse said.
The Workplace: It's called mobbing - Business - International Herald Tribune
nytimes.com

It’s not easy, it’s not fair, and it’s not fast. But for all who say that bullying and mobbing
destroy a person, I answer, only if you let it.
Surviving Workplace Mobbing: Identify the Stages
psychologytoday.com

THE TV TRICK
This trick is where they like to persuade your friends to put strange things on TV relevant to your
current situation. The 'TV trick' is so they can note reports that say you are now thinking that the
TV is talking to you!
This trick mimics the symptoms of psychosis and they did this to me a few times using all my
friends during my time working at Lloyds bank, right up until I resigned.
First, I went to visit my two old housemates, the pot dealer and his wife who I lived with for one
year (Perps 46 & 47). We sat down in their front room and suddenly the TV started playing
strange images and sounds, saying the name of one of the agents who was harassing me at work
all day. Then my pot dealer claimed that the TV box was playing up, and they needed to call
someone out tomorrow to fix it.

What they were doing was done to harass me and trigger me to start claiming that the TV is
talking to me. However, at the time I just changed the channel and forgot about it. I should have
known that by then they had both flipped.
A few weeks later they used my hostel friend from Barnsley (Perp 51) who now lived on my
estate who Mark (Perp 43) from Thailand had flipped a year earlier. They also got his girlfriend
(Perp 66) to stalk me when I went into Sheffield city centre. They all teamed up with his
neighbour, a guy who loved the EDL (Perp 67) and a random guy of the estate (Perp 68) who I
didn’t know. Then they used their no-touch torture ‘TV trick’ again!
We popped round to their flat where they put a 30-second clip on TV of roughly the same
conversation one of their agents initiated with me at work that same week. Then they all just
waited to see how I would react. When the information they used could only have come from the
board room where they had been interrogating me a few days earlier when I was talking to Perp
13 who grew the huge beard and has a personal grudge against me.

THE TAKE YOU OUT OF SOCIETY TRICK
All I can say about this trick is that it’s very dangerous.
On my day off from work at the bank, the spooks started targeting my brother using a gangstalker
who stayed in the hostel in Sheffield City centre at the same time as me. He is a creepy old guy
with scabby arms named Dave (Perp 69).
They got Dave to call up my brother, who buys and sells sofas for a living and claimed he was
selling his sofa but it would take two people to get it out of his house and he had a bad back so he
couldn’t help with removing it.
So my brother called me up to give him a hand as he sometimes would when he had a job like
that. He asked me to go with him and help to put the sofa in his van, so I agreed. When we
arrived at the house I thought I recognised Dave but wasn’t sure it was him and he didn’t act as
though he knew me, but it was suspicious.
Then, out of nowhere a small child, about eight or nine years old appeared from around a corner,
on her own, walked up to me and said something truly terrible. So bad that I can’t even repeat it.

The idea is that when you tell people about an incident like this they will say you must be totally
crazy and hearing voices that are telling you to do terrible things. So they can take you out of
society by claiming you are a danger to kids. The same trick they always try to pull so luckily I
just ignored it and realised it was another one of their stunts.
They were praying that I would go to work and start explaining to everyone in the boardroom
what happened on my day off so they could all try to paint me as a crazy, dangerous, and
delusional employee who needs to be locked away in a padded cell for everyone's safety,
especially all the kids.
So I didn’t fall for this trick when they did it to me but I can imagine that most people do fall for
this one because it’s such a disturbing tactic that most people would just totally freak out.

THE QUEEN TRICK
Near the end of my time at the bank, the guy with the huge beard was bragging to me that one of
the other agents named Zee (Perp 64) has met the Queen. The 'Queen trick' is so you feel
intimidated like you are in major trouble.
However, he was probably telling the truth in my case. Maybe, that guy has met the queen at
some point in his life because I’m pretty sure he is a deputy in the Met Counter-terrorism and
they have been taking all this very seriously. Even though I was never a terrorist in the first place.
They are just the 'Camsterdam Brigade', on a witch-hunt against me as usual. So why would I
even be bothered about this, like it’s some sort of threat that they will grass me up to the queen?
What total clowns they are trying to name drop the queen. It’s like what are they going to tell her,
that I have been trying to get a job and study mortgages?

THE MYSTERY OF THE BEANIE-HATTED CLOWN
This isn’t much of a mystery because most people will guess straight away from my heading. So
I will solve the mystery now. This is what happens if you never back down to them. Eventually,
Dominic Cummings (Perp 65) will show up.
He managed to pull off two tricks in one move. The 'Tarmac trick', where they meet up with you
outside the office in the car park. Then he did the ‘restaurant trick’ at the same time. Dom
approached me in Sheffield twice during the six weeks I worked at the bank. The second time

was when I went on my lunch break and he suddenly appeared from around a corner outside the
main entrance to our Bank in our office car park.
Dom: ‘Do you know where I can buy a sandwich from?’
Me: ‘No.’
I immediately recognised him as a person who had previously done this to me with a similar
stupid question. I think I should have told Dom not to use the canteen in the bank because the
food’s a little too spicy.

Journalist - "What time does the restaurant open?"
Edward Snowden - "Noon. But the food's a little too spicy."
Snowden 2016

It was pretty impressive of Dom considering he’s not even a spook. That’s probably why he was
talking to me in the car park because he wasn’t supposed to be there. So he didn’t want to sign in
at the bank because that would have left a trace.

“I am told when Cummings visits government departments these days, he signs himself in
as “Osama bin Laden” as a mark of disrespect.”
Andy McSmith's Diary: Michael Gove invokes Jimmy Carter over Cummings (and goings)
independent.com

It’s extremely rare to see the ‘tarmac trick’ actually done on the airport tarmac. The point is that
they want to talk to you about something out of the office when it’s clearly inappropriate
behaviour. It’s usually done like this when Dom was waiting for me in the office car park.
As shown perfectly by Chris Morris in his movie, ‘The Day Shall Come'.

FBI Agent: Andy. Andy. It's unorthodox, yes, but... Andy.
Boss: Oh God. Hey. Jesus wept.
FBI Agent: Welcome back.
Boss: Oh, thank you.
FBI Agent: Uh, just a parking lot catch-up. Lots to fill you in on.
The Day Shall Come - 2019 - Chris Morris

Luckily, I eventually recognised Dom in the press when Boris hired him in 2019, as I will explain
in the final chapters. I knew it was him straight away because he was wearing that same stupid
beanie hat and glasses that he had on when I met him. As if I would forget meeting someone who
looks like that, in the middle of their corporate mobbing campaign when they are trying to
intimidate me with their kompromat.
He showed up because I always refuse to be intimidated by the spooks, or the ‘Queen trick’.
However, this was the last day I showed up to work before throwing in the towel and resigning
due to all the blatant discrimination and the out of work stalking that was also going on.
I stuck it out for almost two months because I was never that worried about anything I have done
in the past. If they arrested me I would at least get a lawyer and some more information to figure
out why they are always on my case. Or, if they come up with an excuse to fire me, that’s fine too
because I can just go back to the Jobcentre and sign back on to find a different job.
However, resigning was the worst option for me because the Jobcentre would not have accepted
me back for two months and I would not have been eligible for any housing benefits to keep the
rent paid on my flat. So I ignored all the bullying for as long as I could and tried to just let the
chips fall where they may.
I was being a good citizen and paying my taxes, working as a Mortgage Adviser for a major bank
and I was happy. However, this was still not good enough for the likes of Dominic Cummings
and the ‘Camsterdam Brigade’.

OLD SCHOOL FRIEND TRICK
The fifth friend they flipped during this period of time was my 'old school friend' (Perp 70) who I
stayed with during the 2010 World Cup. He was my best friend growing up as a kid who was in
my form at school from 7K to 11K. However, for whatever reason, he still decided to become a
Perp.
First, he pulled up next to me in the street in his van and invited me down to his house to catch
up later that night. So I was happy to see him after not seeing him for a while, so I agreed. I
arrived a few hours later to be greeted by a slimy guy (Perp 71) who claimed to work at the same
Mortgage Department, at the same major high street bank where I was being harassed all
day. Now attempting to continue their interrogation in the third out of work setting.
This meant that there was now nowhere I could go, or anyone I could talk to that hadn’t been
flipped and turned against me by Counter-terrorism.

"I learned today that a bottom feeder I knew as a 18 year old student ended up becoming
an informant against me 10 years later and that I was under investigation for being an
alleged Israeli spy. You can’t make this up."
@GeorgePapa19
4:15 AM · May 7, 2020

THE CRIMEWATCH TRICK
Then they used my 'old school friend' again for the second time not long after by getting him to
invite me down to his again, but this time he assured me that it would be just him and I, having a
few beers and catching up properly this time. However, when we sat on his sofa with a beer he
suddenly put on the TV and an episode of 'Crime Stoppers' started up. Straight away it started
playing a clip of all the most wanted people like they always do. Then up pops a picture of
George Hamilton!
He was Perp 31, one of the rogue stockbrokers from Barcelona. However, it was years ago when
I met him by this point so I had no idea where he was.

"When you conduct a covert investigation and particularly if you are using surveillance or
probes, you want to create a situation whereby those you are observing react to something,
they say and do things which you can then record evidentially. In order for that to happen
the police deploy what we call as a 'Trigger Event'. You do something which then causes a
response on behalf of those you are watching, and 'Crimewatch' would have been the first
trigger event."
DCS David Zinzan - Head of Covert Investigations
Murder in the Car Park - Episode 2

Can you believe they were trying to trigger me for information when the whole time they were
investigating THEMSELVES?
We have just seen something similar play out in America. President Trump was impeached and
Don Jr was in trouble for meeting up with Natalia Veselnitskaya in Trump Tower. However, it
turned out the same woman had recently had half a dozen meetings with Fusion GPS who were
hired by Hillary Clinton.
The point is they set him up for politically motivated reasons and they were just investigating
THEMSELVES!

Glenn Simpson, one of the firm's founders, met with Veselnitskaya before and after her
2016 meeting at Trump Tower with Trump Jr., Paul Manafort and Jared Kushner,
according to the report. But Simpson was unaware that the meeting had taken place,
according to a source familiar with his testimony in the special counsel probe.
Russian lawyer who met with Trump Jr.
thehill.com

THE FALSE DIAGNOSIS TRICK
The system has worked for years to recruit the medical establishment to help maintain
deniability, and today, most targets are immediately labelled as mentally ill and often
forced onto anti-psychotic medication when they complain.
Training Manual for Gangstalking.
targetedjustice.com

This is a sick twist on a 'misdiagnosis'. I call this one the 'False Diagnosis trick' because they are
purposely trying to diagnose people with an illness they know you do not have. Then they will
insist you should take medication they know you do not need.
After resigning from my job at the bank I had got a sick note for stress so that I could claim ESA
benefits and still get my housing benefits. Then a nurse (Perp 72) showed up claiming to be
concerned for my well being. When really, he was on a mission to declare me mentally unfit, to
discredit me and so it can be open season on harassing me in the future with more psychological
abuse. (Stalking and harassing you when you pick up your medication is one of their favourites.)
When I told the nurse about all the stalking and psychological abuse I was facing, he
immediately clicked his fingers and declared this must be 'psychosis'. He then filled out all the
paperwork and made me agree to see a psychiatrist. Who agreed with his diagnosis because the
shrinks are all in on this too. We call them ‘Spychiatrists’ (Perp 73).
When I first explained to the nurse all the harassment I was dealing with and he said, ‘It sounds
serious, should I speak to the police about this?’. So I said yes and he agreed to contact them for
me. However, they never called. Instead, two cops (Perps 75 & 76) pulled me over on the street
and said, ‘We aren’t telling you anything due to data protection’.
After this, the nurse said he was going on secondment so they swapped him for another nurse
(Perp 77) who would visit me now and then to gather evidence and try to make me look bad.

Total lack of support - When the Targeted Individual meets health professionals they are
not interested in what the TI tells them. Symptoms are treated in the “old fashioned” way.
Many times TIs are forced to take the wrong medication and to agree to sometimes
stigmatizing labels in order to receive their pension.

In certain countries, the TI, can be forced into psychiatry, where total loss of human rights
occurs. Blacklisting often leads to inability for the TI to find work, or has to accept a job
way under their specialization. At the new job, the TI is constantly under harassment and
is bullied.

The police participate in the harassment and are totally insensitive to what the TI goes
through. The media ignores the TI-cause.

Further to the above, gangstalkers rely on disbelief and discrediting and as such much of
the harassment is designed (at least initially) to mimic mental health issues.

They also rely on their abuse being so extreme, so pervasive, so fundamentally immoral, as
to be disbelieved and victims subsequently resort to photographing, videotaping, and sound
recording their everyday encounters to disprove the countless unfounded claims made
against them - especially in relation to gaslighting, which gangstalkers try to turn around
and paint the victims as paranoid or irrational.

Victims are made to feel helpless as every attempt to defend themselves is used against them
and when they seek help they are met with disbelief or open hostility. So make no mistake,
whatever the reasoning behind it, this is a vicious and calculated hate crime.
Harassment techniques include:
ohchr.org

This “full spectrum”, “multi-agency” approach, according to Mi5 director Andrew Parker
and Met Police Commissioner Cressida Dick, “means sharing intelligence with a wider
range of partner bodies than before, such as health and social services” in an approach that
“has parallels with how the authorities manage the risk posed by sexual or violent
offenders”.
The result will be a closed, mistrustful society, where ideas that even hint at dissent or
challenging authority are criminalised, and individual prejudice against certain
communities is more easily leveraged and justified.
It will also further erode Britain’s tradition of due process and the rule of law, since this
approach seeks to circumvent any legal redress available to targeted individuals, families
and organisations.
MI5 aims to share even more data and “partner” up with public services should alert us all to
resist a rising police state
Cage.ngo

CHAPTER 10

INTIMATE INFILTRATION
So between February and March 2014, I was being harassed at work, and after work, by spooks,
an agent who has a personal grudge against me, a guy who has met the queen, a guy accusing me
of threatening his kids and a wannabe spook named Dominic Cummings. Plus half a dozen
others all in on their Spanish Inquisition, pretending to be mortgage trainees whilst asking me all
sorts of questions unrelated to Mortgages as part of a clear harassment plan.
One guy, the Bosnian, who they warned me was a 'dark horse', whatever that means, probably
means he is an ex-Mossad agent, asked me, ‘What do you think about online dating?’. Then,
bizarrely, ‘What do you think about what happened to Princess Diana?’.
They had also targeted my old pot dealer and his wife, my old hostel neighbour and his girlfriend
then used my ‘old school friend’ to set me up twice, after also targeting my dad during the same
period as well. That happened when I went to meet up with my dad on my day off work. It was at
the weekend and we went to watch the Sheffield United game at Bramall Lane. I met up with
him near the ground with my brother and he was with a man (Perp 78) who I had never seen
before. Almost immediately, the first conversation I started to have with my dad and the man he
was with started to mimic what I was saying.
This was done to let me know he is working with the team of people organizing all the
harassment and stalking against me. This is because they always do the ‘Mimicking trick’, to let
you know they are gang-stalkers harassing you and your friends and family.
So there was not a single friend left in my life that hadn’t been targeted by my stalkers. Then I
went to have Sunday dinner with my mom and my sister. That’s when my sister walked in and
said, ‘A Police Officer has been contacting me online and has taken me out on a date’. I instantly
told her, ‘They are targeting you now!’. However, she refused to listen to me and even accused
me of being paranoid, whilst insisting that she was now going to keep meeting up with this creep.
This is what Mark Francois means when he says, ‘Cummings is going to come down and sort
you out, his own way, and you won’t like it’. In my case, it was right after Dom showed up that a
Police Officer started targeting my sister online.

Over-stuffed pork sausage, Mark Francois, trying to intimidate an actual army general by
threatening him with beany-hatted Gollum impersonator, Cummings.
Must have been terrifying.
@BorisJohnson_MP
8:48 PM · Jul 7, 2020

So after all the harassment and Human Rights abuses, I was now facing a Police Officer (Perp
79) targeting my sister. When he met up with her he claimed to have been living in Australia.
(Faking a large geographical distance is a known tactic so there is no history to be traced.)
He then claimed to my sister, ‘I have never had a girlfriend before’. (at the age of 28.) This was
blatantly a total lie considering these infiltrators are trained in how to deceive and manipulate
women.
He then begins a relationship with her claiming they have now ‘fallen in love’. When in reality
he is basically a prostitute who would be saying that no matter what he really thinks of her.

"I love you, you know that right?"
#Spycops
Youtube

After dating for a while my sister then announces that she is pregnant and expecting her first
child.

Many of these #Spycops either tried or actually got women #pregnant... #NonConsent
#Rape #Women #Activists vs. #Police #Psychopaths
@LizActivate
1:14 AM · Jun 12, 2020

They then announced that they were getting married. So I went to visit them before the wedding
and found out it was all being arranged by the Police Officer’s dad. So I asked this cop, “What
does your dad do for a living?”. He said, ‘Oh, he is retired now’. So I asked, ‘Well, what did he
do for a living before he retired?’.
However, at this point, the cop just froze up like a statue and didn’t respond to my question. So
after a strange long pause, I asked again, ‘What did he do for a living before he retired?’. Again,
no response or movement whatsoever from this guy stood two feet in front of me. He just turned
into a complete mute and stayed silent, not moving.
Eventually, my sister, who was just looking confused by this point, had to speak up for him and
said, ‘He was in the Secret Service, wasn’t he?’. Only then did the Police Officer snap out of his
‘Statue Act’ and start mumbling about his dad working as a welder once, explaining he has a few
lumps of metal stuck in him.
This is so he can deny saying anything about the Secret Service because he blatantly told my
sister that’s what he did for a living, thus mind-controlled her into saying it for him when he
pulled the ‘Statue Act’.
This is exactly the aim of the ‘no-touch torture’ program. To get your abusers into the same room
as you and your friends and family, and then let you know who they are and that they are
targeting them and lying to everyone in your life.

These attacks are personal in nature and they are designed to attack the targeted individual
while he occupies the same environment as the non-victim simultaneously.
It’s a huge part of the drive and methodology of this modernised Cointelpro. While
occupying the same environment, this program has been engineered, after years of
research, and fine-tuned to affect and impact the victim, whilst leaving the non targeted
individual unaffected, despite the fact that the victim and non-victim are sharing the same
environment.
What the perpetrators are trying to trigger is an anxiety disorder known as Agoraphobia.
Agoraphobia is an anxiety disorder that is characterised by anxiety when the sufferer
perceives his environment to be dangerous, uncomfortable, or unsafe. Now, this leads to
dissociation, which leads to the targeted individuals isolation.

Now I cannot emphasize to you the seriousness of this disorder. Now what the perpetrators
are gunning for, is the victims total mental collapse with these tactics.
Let's face it people, these guys are no mental giants. They have succumbed to mind control.
They have already sold themselves out, so to speak, they are brainwashed robots, that do
whatever they are told, whatever they are ordered. They don’t question, they don’t
complain, they just obey.
Let me re-emphasise, this has got to be one of the biggest abuses of power, in the history of
the world. And for those of you in the public sector who are not victims, and those of you
who are sceptics, I hope I have given you some things to strongly think about and consider.
Not targeted today? Targeted tomorrow.
OPERATIONS AND TACTICS: AN INTRODUCTION

“Would you really care about what mindless brain dead zombies think if you saw them on the
street?”
Frame Up’s
gangstalking.wordpress.com

3. Goals of this hate campaign.
The goal is to sensitize the target to a stimuli, isolate the target, make them destitute. The
secondary goals seem to be to make the target homeless, jobless, give them a breakdown,
and the primary goals seems to be to drive the target to suicide.
Gang Stalking / Targeted Individuals
bitcointalk.org

The only reason I am asking the cop this question is because I am already very suspicious that he
is something to do with the spooks who have been harassing me for years and have previously
threatened to target my sister. So the point of this is to let me know they have now followed
through with their threats to target her, just like they have previously threatened to do.

These psychopaths like to be in the same room as you and your family and then let you know
what they are doing, and try to mind control your family into thinking you must be crazy for
thinking this.
The reality is it would be a million to one coincidence they just randomly met after all the
ridiculous setups and harassment the spooks have just targeted me with the same month the cop
started targeting my sister. That is why it’s called ‘no-touch’ torture. It’s psychological torture
trying to explain to your family that this guy is a member of a gang that has been harassing me
and threatening to target you.

‘There is no such thing as a former KGB man.’
Vladamir Putin. A former KGB man.

So you can guarantee the ex-spook is Perp 80, and the cop also claimed his mom is a Police
Officer, so Perp 81. That’s a whole team of them! If that's not a ‘red flag’ then I don't know what
is. This is a Human Rights abuse by not respecting Article 8 of the Human Rights Act. They no
longer respect my private and family life because they have infiltrated every aspect of my life.
This all happened at the exact time their terror watch-list targeting textbooks say they will target
your family and let you know they have done this. This is done to cause maximum psychological
damage to the target and science has shown that this will damage the neurons in the brain of the
target.
So I told the cop that I am going to be suing them and sending my case to the IP Tribunal but he
just shrugged and said, ‘Oh, it will take years’. Not even bothering to try and convince me he
hasn’t targeted my sister to harass me.
Plus, even if this ex-spook has now retired, in 2010 when their contractors in Barcelona were
threatening to target my sister, he would have been working for them at that time. So obviously,
the fact he claims to now be retired doesn't mean that he can now arrange a wedding for my sister
and not expect that I would perceive this as them following through with their previous threats to
target her.

This tactic is called 'sensitization'. Obviously, after their dozens of attacks on me, I know they are
targeting my family. However, their trick works because my sister has had no dealings with the
police or Secret Service before this police officer suddenly contacted her out of the blue.
So to me, he will always be a prostitute known as Perp 66, just one of my gang-stalkers.
However, to my sister, he is not even a Perp in her eyes because she has no clue about what has
been going on before this man targeted her online.
My sister also had no idea Crazy Dave was a ‘wanted terrorist’ who was targeting her on
Facebook and then showed up at her house, meaning she has been associated with a terrorist.
That was the same thing I was detained for under Schedule 7 by the Secret Service when they
framed me for politically motivated reasons.
Add this to the fact that they are trying to convince everyone I am mentally ill with their ‘False
Diagnosis trick’, and my sister is just confused and thinking I must not be well to be so
concerned about all this. Despite this being the most obvious, blatant and disgusting harassment
of my friends and family to date.
So the truth is that an innocent woman was set up and targeted due to her brother being falsely
accused of a bomb plot that the authorities instigated THEMSELVES!

#Spycops can be a variety of types...
#police, govt/private sec agencies, informants...it really does not matter what they call
themselves...the fact is they are #infiltrators and they don't belong in #activists' lives...not as
"friends"--not as "acquaintances"--not as "lovers."
@LizActivate
8:18 PM · Jun 30, 2020

The rapist men that #FusionCenters, #Police, #FBI, #military and security agencies use for
such conduct are not "powerful"...they are pawns, prostitutes and felons...and, ultimately,
pathetic. #Spycops #AntiSpyBill
@LizActivate
5:13 PM · Jul 17, 2020

CHAPTER 11

TARGETING
THE MIMICKING TRICK
This is one of my personal favourites because it’s so bizarre. They stalked me to the shops once
and sent a middle-aged black woman (Perp 82) to buy the exact same items as me! Then
collected them at the same time. It sounds very strange I know, but mimicking is just one of their
tactics. I have seen it done many times. So I said to her, ‘Hey, we have the exact same items’.
She replied, ‘Oh, it must be a coincidence’. So I said, ‘I don’t believe in coincidences’. She then
gave me the evilest smile I have ever seen in my entire life. It sent a shiver down my spine.
Another example of this was when they used Perp 51, my old neighbour from the hostel. He said
to me one day, ‘Hey Simon, I was expelled from school for pushing a teacher down the stairs me
you know’. However, I didn't respond because he was blatantly just trying to trigger me with
more slander about my past. Information about me he had obviously been fed by his handlers.
This tactic of trying to use that incident against me just proves, once again, what total hypocrites
they are. First, they accused me of tax avoidance. This after being set up by Dianne Fisher, who
has herself been investigated on suspicion of being a candidate for ‘Tax dodger of the year
award’.

The family behind bookmaker Stan James is embroiled in a battle with the taxman after
they moved part of the business offshore. Stephen and Anne Fisher and son Peter are
heading for a tribunal hearing after they moved their phone and internet betting business
to a Gibraltar arm of its parent company in 2000.
Details of the Stan James tax battle emerged as part of a row over what documents should
be revealed in relation to the case. Neither the Fisher family nor Stan James could be
contacted for comment. Revenue & Customs says the move was made solely to avoid UK
gambling duties.
Owners of Stan James face tax hearing over move of online gaming business to Gibraltar
thisismoney.co.uk

For their second ‘Hypocritical trick’, they were using Perp 51 and trying to be clever by using the
fact that I was accused of trying to push a teacher down the stairs in school against me.
So what total hypocrites they are once again because for one, I didn’t push my teacher, I was
being pushed, second, the guy who is on my case Dominic Cummings, actually DID try to push
someone down the stairs! So these hypocrites are working for a guy like Dom whilst accusing me
of something I didn’t even do, but Dom DID!
Perhaps David Cameron was right when he dubbed Dominic Cummings:

“a career psychopath”
Dominic Cummings: the ‘career psychopath’ who thinks David Davis is ‘as thick as mince’
theguardian.co.uk

“We had to come down a rather narrow flight of steps from the studio,” the businessman
told Emily Maitlis, the BBC interviewer. “I led the way down and suddenly felt that he’d
grabbed my shoulders from behind and was trying to push me down the steps.”
Colin Perry - Formerly of the Confederation of British Industry, speaking after a late-night
radio debate with Dominic Cummings.
Dominic Cummings tried to push me down the stairs, businessman tells BBC
thetimes.co.uk

GEORGE HAMILTON RETURNS
One day my brother came round to my flat and said he had got me a new TV and I only owe him
£100. It had come from his good friend George he knows from being locked up in prison for
three years. So I accepted his offer and I was happy with my new TV.
A few months later my brother mentioned his jailhouse buddy was coming down to visit that
night. I was planning to go up for a game of Pro Evolution soccer anyway, so I went up to my

brothers flat as planned. That’s when George knocked on the door, my brother answered and
guess who walked in? The legend himself, the one and only, George Hamilton!
Of course, this would be impossible because he would have been locked up with my brother
during my time in Barcelona. So it couldn’t possibly be Perp 31. At the time that’s what I thought
too. It had been about five years since I met him and it was only two days he showed up at the
office, so I wasn’t sure myself at first and just assumed he looked like the guy. So I never said
anything about it and certainly didn’t consider calling ‘Crimewatch’.
However, knowing I am on the terror watch-list and this is exactly the type of stunt they love to
pull, I now realise that of course, it’s him! It’s just another spook trick to let me know they have
targeted my brother. As well as my sister, my dad and all my friends. Plus, they love turning all
my work colleagues against me every time I get a job. So this is just typical of the type of stunt
they will pull.
So I gave my brother the TV back in case it was bugged. He just doesn’t believe me about his
friend George. He insists that he is his friend from prison, and he is right. Most of the people who
have been recruited as perps are just normal people.
They may have just pulled him out of prison for a short time, or maybe they used a lookalike.
The point is that by now it has got to the point where I don’t know anyone who hasn’t been
targeted.
This is what Rose Mcgowan means when she says:

“This was during the period where EVERY PART OF MY LIFE was infiltrated by Israeli
and British spies.”
@rosemcgowan
8:18 PM - Aug 13, 2020

#Activists in the #Occupy, #StopTPP and #FreeASSANGE movement were targeted by
#spycops, #informants and lowlife scum, working off prison sentences...#AntiSpyBill
@LizActivate
4:22 PM · Jun 12, 2019

ANCHORING
Their next recruit was my original friend from the hostel (Perp 83) that I met up with in there at
the beginning. He had recently been to court and had been charged with growing pot. So he was
put on an electronic tag and was being monitored by G4 Security when he flipped.
G4S came round to his flat and he stepped out for 5 minutes so two of their G4 Security guys
(Perps 84 & 85) could harass me with no witnesses present. They let me know that they were
aware of my recent movements by questioning the purchases I had made at the shops earlier that
day. (These guys seem to have a weird obsession with the things I buy from the shops.)
Perp 83 was then used again to help with their tactic of ‘Anchoring’. This tactic is to try and pass
their slander off as a community issue. He led me into another honey-trap with two girls (Perps
86 & 87). He said, ‘I have met two girls who are both 21. So will you just come with me and
have a beer with them?’.
I had nothing better to do that day so I agreed to go with him. When we arrived at the flat, he
went and hid in the back room when suddenly, a middle-aged woman (Perp 88) stormed in with a
tablet device to record me being there!
I was just sitting down, having a beer and listening to music with my local friend and two
random girls before she rushed in. I was doing nothing wrong. They did this because their
previous pathetic attempt at anchoring was to use a local guy (Perp 89) to accuse me of ‘smiling’,
at his kid one day. So they could send a guy (Perp 90) up to the shop door and say to me, ‘What’s
tha smiling at?’.
They also like to slander you online and spread lies to your community as Alexander Nix
explains in the Channel 4 undercover clips. This is done to try and turn your community against
you by accusing you of being a 'nonce'. That is how they end their operations and it’s one of their
favourite tactics. They also do this to try and scare people into never complaining about all the
targeting.

“Equally effective can be to just go and speak to the incumbents and to offer them a deal
that's too good to be true and make sure that's video recorded you know these sorts of
tactics we'll blank out the face of our guy and then post it on the internet. I mean, it sounds
a dreadful thing to say but these are things that don't necessarily need to be true, as long as
their believed”
Alexander Nix - Cambridge Analytica
Cambridge Analytica Uncovered: Secret filming reveals election tricks
Youtube

THE FAKE TERRORIST TRICK
I went to my local shop and our next perp was waiting in there to perform another stunt. This
character was an Asian guy (Perp 91) who was covering his face with a scarf and shouting at the
girl behind the counter. He said, ‘I know people in Al-Qaeda, you know, don't mess me about!’.
So I have probably committed another sin here of failing to report another fake terrorist.

'Allahu Akbar' cry at terror drill was scripted, police admit.
'Allahu Akbar' cry at terror drill was scripted, police admit
Theguardian.com

THE TV TRICK
One day in early January 2018, I went to visit my local friend Perp 70, the one who was on the
tag, who had called me up that day. I popped round to his flat and we sat down having a cup of
tea when he put on the TV. For some reason, when he put it on it was already near the end of a
movie starring Russell Crowe.
So I’m just chilling out with this guy who I have known for years and hung out with many times.
Then, for some reason, I got a strange feeling that the TV was talking to me!

Now, I know what you're thinking. When I came back from Thailand I was jet-lagged, and the
other times I must have just imagined it because maybe I'm not mentally well. Well, I considered
that too. After all, there is no way that Russell Crowe could be talking to me, right? So that night
I was thinking maybe I should take some medication. After all, I am convinced that the TV is
talking to me, so I must really need it.
However, I know myself and that I am not mental like that. So there must be another explanation
I thought. I don’t care if 99.9% of the time when this happens you need medication. I know there
is still the 0.1% chance that something else is going on. Plus, I know that every time this has
happened it’s when another person puts something on TV when I show up.
Russell Crowe and his buddy were talking about how the police are total Nazis, then a woman
comes over trying to justify what they do. After the previous day, I was telling my brother about
what Nazis the police are and that I view them as the Gestapo.
So it’s always related to something that has just happened to me that week, usually when I’m
being harassed at work or stalked. So I knew this was some sort of strange tactic. However, I had
no proof and it sounds like a totally crazy theory.
So I had to decide between medication or investigating the hell out of this tactic until I came up
with an alternative theory. I knew I was right, so I started doing some research and it took me a
while before I came across some clues. Eventually, I discovered a video on Youtube (since
removed) that a guy had made claiming the ‘TV Trick’ is a tactic done by police snitches to
targeted individuals as part of the ‘no-touch torture program’.
The video explained how it’s always a friend or family member who they persuade to take part in
the abuse by putting on the TV whatever their handlers request that will be most relevant that day
for the target. This made perfect sense to me. It was exactly what I suspected! So I started to
investigate the hell out of the no-touch torture program.

CHAPTER 12

COINTELPRO
“The individual is handicapped by coming face-to-face with a conspiracy so monstrous he
cannot believe it exists.”
J. Edgar Hoover

I soon discovered that no-touch torture and Cointelpro are used by the CIA after they continuing
Hitler’s psychological warfare program. That’s not good I thought, as I continued to study.
However, I’m not in America so surely it’s not the CIA. Why the hell would this be happening to
me in England?
I investigated this question and discovered that in the UK, this is what happens to people on
terror watch-lists. So my immediate thought was, there is no way I’m on the terror watch-list
because I have never been convicted of a crime in my life. It’s not legally possible.
So I started looking into exactly how they put you on the terrorist watch-list, legally speaking.
Then I discovered that the Police need to stop you under a law called Schedule 7, using
anti-terror legislation, at an airport, port or border crossing. Then they need to have discovered a
connection to a terror plot on your devices. Only then, can they put you on the ‘Terror
watch-list’.
That’s when Crazy Dave’s name popped back into my head after all these years! I realised that I
was stopped under Schedule 7 at a border and they discovered a connection to a terror plot when
Crazy Dave called my phone and arranged to meet the cops at Ape’s Den!
I also remembered that my boss fired me for being on my phone and said the cops have CCTV
footage of this. So that’s how they put me on the terror watch-list. So it would be some
coincidence for that to have happened to me, and not be the reason I ended up on the terror
watch-list.
So finally, after over a decade of harassment, I had figured out how they get away with abusing
my Human Rights all the time. My only problem was that the whole thing was ridiculous. I was

an ‘innocent bystander’ who did nothing wrong when Crazy Dave escaped that day. So why the
hell would Counter-terrorism go to all this trouble of setting me up all the time? And what the
hell was all that about in Barcelona?
That’s when it hit me. One word popped straight into my head and suddenly the last ten years
made sense. Camsterdam! The guns, the bombs, the boiler room, it all had something to do with
a woman called Diane Fisher.
It wasn’t hard to figure out why they entrapped me during the General Election campaign in
2010. Knowing that the Crazy Dave incident was just a stunt they pulled a few months after the
Camsterdam incident at the bookies.
That’s how I figured it out. However, I still had a long battle ahead of me to find out who was
involved in setting me up and starting some sort of campaign to fight back against my evil
oppressors.
So for people who doubt Cointel exists, I hope this book will make you realise the program is
alive and well. For those interested in Cointelpro, the best information I found doing my research
was from the ‘Horse Trailer Guy’.
He has a video on youtube that I have included a link to below. For the full videos and more
information about Coiuntelpro there is an open-source torrent you can find by searching the
torrent sites: Gang Stalking & Targeting - Cybernetic Operations & Tactics [pack]

POLICE GANG STALKING: OPERATIONS AND TACTICS: AN INTRODUCTION
(REBOOT)
youtube.com

The guy in the video who made the ‘Police Gang Stalking - Operations & Tactics’ videos is
always battling with the FBI. It helped me to figure a lot of this out by downloading that torrent.
So I would recommend people watch his training videos if you want to better understand
Cointelpro. You will then understand why he always gets freaked out by ‘Horse Trailers’. It’s
pretty scary stuff.
A conspiracy is a crime between two or more people. Yet, by the end of this book, you will
realise that I have been targeted by over one hundred people.

So Cointelpro is real and it kind of reminds me of the ‘Magic Circle’ I created to annoy my
Geography teacher. It’s a real-life conspiracy to turn everyone against you and mess up your life
to send you crazy!
Cointelpro is their Counterintelligence targeting program that you would probably only
encounter if you were suspected of being a foreign spy, or you somehow ended up on a terror
watch-list.

PHILADELPHIA — The perfect crime is far easier to pull off when nobody is watching.
So on a night nearly 43 years ago, while Muhammad Ali and Joe Frazier bludgeoned each
other over 15 rounds in a televised title bout viewed by millions around the world, burglars
took a lock pick and a crowbar and broke into a Federal Bureau of Investigation office in a
suburb of Philadelphia, making off with nearly every document inside. Neither the Media
burglars nor the reporters who received the documents understood the meaning of the
term, and it was not until several years later, when the NBC News reporter Carl Stern
obtained more files from the F.B.I. under the Freedom of Information Act, that the
contours of Cointelpro — shorthand for Counterintelligence Program — were revealed.
The document that would have the biggest impact on reining in the F.B.I.’s domestic spying
activities was an internal routing slip, dated 1968, bearing a mysterious word: Cointelpro.
Burglars Who Took On F.B.I. Abandon Shadows
bytimes.com

Torture is a horrific topic and most minds will turn away from it because it can’t be
comprehended that humans can be motivated, or computer programs can be run to do this
to other sentient beings. Just when we believed we were becoming more civilized as a
culture, the technology for torture has advanced more than a hundred fold in recent
decades.
Neuropsychological and Electronic No-Touch Torture Report by Robert Duncan
troutinmilk.com

TERROR WATCH-LISTS
I then started researching everything about terrorism and realised that the Schedule 7 Gestapo
who detained me under Schedule 7 got their ‘fake terrorist’ to call me up because I didn't have a
smartphone. So they couldn't just click on ISIS websites like they could do these days. It was an
old-style phone, so these clowns got an escaped terrorist to ring my phone once they had it in
their possession!
I was just walking home from work after putting in a shift at work. I crossed the Spain/Gibraltar
border every day, sometimes several times a day because I lived across the road and worked in
Gibraltar. I wasn't travelling anywhere, just crossing the street outside my house. The law says
Schedule 7 is for travellers only. So they used this loophole and their Schedule 7 detention of me
was illegal in my opinion.
The authorities are not allowed to use Schedule 7 to stop people for politically motivated reasons,
journalism, being a source, or for petty vindictive reasons. However, these are the main reasons
the Security Services abuse this particular law. They like to conflate these issues with terrorism
and they know exactly what they are doing. It’s usually targeted. Schedule 7 stops are not always
random like they often claim.
They also sent their 'escaped terrorist' from Gibraltar Crazy Dave up to my dad's house, and then
my sister's house. This after he was sending my sister dozens of messages on Facebook. When
my sister didn’t even know Crazy Dave. She was in England when the bomb threat was made. So
why was Crazy Dave targeting her? Because that means she has also now 'associated' with a
terrorist.

Faking a terrorism database
On 16 June, Middle East Eye published an account from an ex-counterterrorism police
officer. Kevin Maxwell, who left the police in 2012, alleged that officers faked Schedule 7
data. He admitted that the police sifted through airport landing cards and added
passengers’ names to the terrorism database. That’s right: in order to ‘meet targets’, the
police allegedly faked the system, adding people to a list, as if they had been stopped under
Schedule 7.
It should come as no surprise that the police added Black or Asian-sounding names. They
would sift through the cards, looking for what they considered non-white names. These

passengers would then be processed, using the information on the cards, and put onto a
police database as if they had been stopped.
Police continue to misuse Terrorism Act to harass People of Colour and political activists
Thecanary.co - Eliza Egret - 21st June 2020

This excellent article by Eliza Egret shows how desperate the spooks are to put people on their
terror watch-list. It’s troubling because putting people on a terror watch-list can ruin your life.
Just look at what has happened to me.
I can’t believe they are just picking people at random now and not even bothering to stop them
and 'fit them up' anymore as they did to me. This means that anyone could wind up on a terror
watch list these days. I will give you an example:

Jamaal Allan, a high school teacher in Des Moines, Iowa, should know. To the surprise of
many who have only seen his name, Allan is white. And that's taken him on a lifelong
odyssey of racial encounters.
"In January of 2002 I flew to London. I was randomly selected for additional passenger
screening. It was me, Muhammad, Abdul, Tariq, and an old white-haired lady named
Jenny Smith. Seriously. I'm not sure what was faster, Jenny Smith's pat-down or the
dropping of the TSA agent's face when I responded to the name Jamaal." - White Jamaal
Allan
6 Words: 'My Name Is Jamaal ... I'm White'
npr.org

Imagine how 'White Jamaal' will feel when he finds out how the ‘Schedule 7 Gestapo’ operates.
How long do you think White Jamaal would survive against Cointelpro?
My point here is that it’s not just a race issue. Everyone should be concerned about the Schedule
7 Gestapo, as they are known to Human Rights watchers. We all call them that but it's never been
reported in the press that it’s their official nickname.

The Human Rights group CAGE knows about the Gestapo and recently this has also been
pointed out by Britain First in their email newsletters.

Last Sunday evening, anti-terror police ambushed our head of security Sam Cochrane at
Belfast airport and confiscated his mobile phone.
This was an exact re-run of what they did to party leader Paul Golding last November
when he returned from Moscow.
Britain First immediately mobilised and ordered our legal team to dispatch harshly-worded
legal letters and within two days 'SO15 Counter Terrorism Command' caved in and
returned Sam's phone.
This is another great victory for our movement against the gestapo police bullies.
Yours sincerely, Britain First HQ

In terms of UK law, Schedule 7 – on these facts alone – is a staggering power in terms of its
violations of due process, lack of oversight, and its vulnerability to abuse. It is an affront to
the principle of the rule of law and is detrimental to trust between society and state."
Schedule 7: Harassment at Borders report Executive Summary
cage.ngo

"Schedule 7 could be the most draconian and invasive profiling tool found anywhere in the
West"
Schedule 7 is the mass surveillance power that you don’t know about
Cage.ngo

"I had one audio clip on my phone, a talk by Anwar al Awlaki called ‘The Hereafter’. I
also had a picture of a black flag with the shahada on it. They said this proved that I was
linked to a bomb plot, and that I supported terrorism."
Schedule 7: The father who quoted Quran to MI5
cage.ngo

“The Officer who stopped me had blonde hair, tanned, make-up, nails done, and for some
reason, she came in very aggressive and hard”
Police stopped me 40 times, then I beat them!
youtube

The Court ruled that the power to examine persons under Schedule 7 was “neither
sufficiently circumscribed nor subject to adequate legal safeguards against abuse”. It
followed that the power was not “in accordance with the law” for the purposes of Article 8
of the ECHR. Matthew
Ryder QC and Edward Craven
European Court rules suspicionless stop, search and questioning powers at airports unlawful
matrixlaw.co.uk

The Obama administration has quietly approved a substantial expansion of the terrorist
watchlist system, authorizing a secret process that requires neither “concrete facts” nor
“irrefutable evidence” to designate an American or foreigner as a terrorist, according to a
key government document obtained by The Intercept.
The secret government rulebook for labeling you a terrorist
theintercept.com

The watchlist is supposed to include only those who are known or suspected terrorists but
contains hundreds of thousands of names. The government’s no-fly list is culled from a
small subset of the watchlist.
Feds share terrorist watchlist with 1,400 private groups
Marketwatch.com

SPYCOPS
I was looking into the Investigatory Powers Tribunal when I discovered the Spy-Cops
division. These guys are pretty pathetic. I discovered that one woman was lied to for 26 years by
one of these creeps.

"The name that my partner had been using was actually the name of a child who'd died
when they were eight years old and when I saw that, my world kind of really fell apart"
"There are some women that have had children with undercover police officers, not
knowing. There is one woman in particular who didn't know until 25 years later"
"These units have been systematically abusing women since 1968. The Metropolitan Police
have been institutionally sexist in their handling of these relationships and in their use of
undercover offices.
It feels to me that women are there in the eyes of the police, to be used. They are either
there as a target, or they are there to offer credibility and cover, to their officers, or we were
considered to be a 'perk' of the job"
DECEIVED INTO RELATIONSHIPS WITH UNDERCOVER COPS: POWERFUL NEW
SHORT FILM
policespiesoutoflives.org.uk

Despite this tactic being an absolute disgrace, the police managed to shut down the only
campaign raising awareness about this issue by threatening staff in Lush until they had to stop the
campaign for their safety.
Then the Police shredded all the evidence and didn’t cooperate with the investigation, blaming
Counter-terrorism for destroying their files. Strange behaviour from people whose job it is to
uphold the rule of law, not treat it with contempt.

“Within 24 hours, Lush, which prides itself on its ethical policies, accused former police
officers of intimidating staff and said it would weigh up what steps to take.
Whilst intimidation of our shop staff from ex-police officers and unhelpful tweets from
those in high office are ongoing, not all of our shops feel able today to have the campaign
window in their shops,” the company said last week”
Lush drops 'spy cops' campaign after backlash and 'intimidation from ex-police officers'
independant.co.uk

IPCC revelations - The IPCC admits that the Metropolitan Police Service, headed by Sir
Bernard Hogan-Howe, destroyed a “large number of documents” in 2014. And SO15 –
Counter Terrorism Command – was the Metropolitan Police Service unit responsible for
managing those files, as well as for undercover operations.
The destroyed files related to the National Domestic Extremism and Disorder Intelligence
Unit (NDEDIU) or National Domestic Extemism Unit (NDEU).
‘Perverting the course of justice?’
A consultant to the Council of Europe on human rights law, Dr Smith, has said the
shredding allegations may equate to a perversion of the course of justice, adding:

The thing is it’s not a surprise. The Met has not cooperated with Pitchford at all. From the
beginning they have delayed and dragged their feet. They are really subverting the inquiry,
which they are supposed to cooperate with.
Met Police destroyed evidence to cover up state surveillance of ordinary citizens
thecanary.co

"Sexual relationships were known about and signed off by unit managers. Deceiving
women into long term sexual relationships was part of the job.”
'Police spies took sexual partners to Scotland
scotsman.com

"Use of family against the target (e.g. Mind control of family)"
Gang Stalking Techniques
targetedindividuals.wordpress.com

INTIMATE INFILTRATION
This is where members of these groups will go out of their way to get into a targets life.
They will try to form friendships with targets. They will try to form intimate relationships
with targets. They will get close to people that are affiliated with targets. Years before the
target ever realizes they are targets they will try to get into a targets life. Eg. If they can’t
get into your life, but you have a best friend, their new significant other might just be a
member of the group. The same goes for siblings and the people that enter their lives.

ISOLATION
For this harassment to be successful, it’s important to be able to isolate the target from
friends, family members, co-workers and even spouses if they are not already involved in
the harassment. To accomplish this isolation many methods are used included, but not

limited to: slander, lies, fake files, sabotage, anything that will get the target into a situation
where they have no support system. This is important for them to succeed.
Organized Gang Stalking: what you need to Know
Zhuanlan.zhihu.com

CHAPTER 13

REPORTING THE DARK ARMY
Once I had realised that the ‘Camsterdam Brigade’ had been keeping me on the terror watch-list,
I decided to take action!
Amnesty International was the first email I decided to shoot off to let them know about all the
illegal harassment and dirty tricks the cops have pulled. So I typed up a summary of what
happened and sent them a copy.
Next, I hit up my Labour MPs because I knew it was David Cameron's friends who had set me
up. So I just hoped that they would realise that Gibraltar is a foreign country and that I must have
been set up by foreign cops. I thought there is no way they will remain in 'denial and deception'
mode and try to keep me on the terror watch-list.
So I fired off an email to Tom Watson's office. I did this thinking that Tom was probably the last
person my enemies want to know about this, so he was a good place to start. His office said I
should speak to my local MP and then emailed me again a week later saying:

Hi Simon
You really need to contact your local MP,
Very best
Tom Watson's office

So I was then trying to write a letter to my local MP to explain how the ultra Conservatives have
framed me. This made my enemies very pissed off. So they started to slander me using directed
conversations every time I left my house that week.

DIRECTED CONVERSATIONS
I had lost a pregnancy. So they sent #HUMINT teams to repetitively invade my space,
making constant references to babies, children and pregnancy...and continue to do this, to
this day...
@LizActivate
8:13 AM · Nov 5, 2019

A typical place for them to do this trick is on public transport. They have sent random perps to sit
behind me on the bus, get their phone out and then start having a conversation about my life!
One particular dark-haired girl who always wears glasses (Perp 92) has done this to me on more
than one occasion. Usually doing some variation of the ‘Mimicking trick’ to talk about things
that have happened to me in the past. However, at this time I didn’t go out on public transport so
they just targeted me in the street and my local shops.

Day 1 - I walked my dog and a short, scruffy woman (Perp 93) was waiting around the corner,
walked towards me and suddenly said into her phone, ‘I don't think you should be here, will the
kids be OK?’.
Day 2 - I’m walking back to my home with my dog and the same woman walks past on the other
side of the road and says loudly into her phone, ‘DIRTY BASTARD!’.
Day 3 - At around 8 PM, I walked up to my local shop and as I got there a different woman (Perp
94) jumped out of a car and followed me in, stood behind me, and then started talking to the
member of staff behind the counter saying, ‘We are so worried about the kids’.
Day 4 - So after being slandered three times now in the space of a few days, every time I leave
my home, by random people pretending to be having innocent conversations, I was a bit
concerned about going back to my local shop to buy some milk. However, I really wanted a cup
of tea, so I had no choice. I could already anticipate what was going to happen, so I put my phone
on record in my pocket to catch any slander they threw my way.

So I went to my local shop, got my milk and headed to the till. Then a blonde-haired woman
(Perp 95) jumped in front of me in the queue and had the same sort of chat the woman the
previous day had. This time with a different member of staff (Perp 96) who took part this time.
They waited for me to stand next to them, looked at me, and then had the following conversation
I have transcribed. Designed to cause me to feel distressed, harassed, and alarmed. So this is my
own, personal, contribution for the ‘targeted individuals’ fan clubs.

Shopkeeper (Perp 96): ‘I know, he's like them people your mom tells you not to go near, don't
they, in the street.’
Perp95: ‘Stay away from him, aha.’
Shopkeeper (Perp 96): ‘And I go why? Hahahahaha. They're funny, hahahahaha, See you.’
Shopkeeper 2: ‘0.95 please. £9.05 change, thank you.’
Directed conversation - (05.48) - Stay away from him.
youtube.com

Despite the slander, I never even sent the cops or my MP a copy of this tape because I didn’t
want to risk my shopkeeper losing her job. After all, she is Perp 96 in this story so I don’t blame
her.
So I was under a lot of stress from all the slander and luckily I was smart enough to catch them
on tape and had a perfect recording of these psychological torture tactics being used against me.
However, I had some really serious concerns to raise about how they entrapped me during the
General Election campaign and I was also worried about the Russia connections. Plus, I was very
concerned about my sister and the Police Officer who had blatantly targeted her.
So I didn’t even send my evidence to the police or my local MP because it was a small issue
compared to all the serious concerns I had. So I refused to be distracted by their tactics and just
let the slander go. However, I still wrote a ten-page letter to my MP explaining how I am always
unfairly targeted and I asked her to send my case to the spooks to investigate my complaints.

I insisted that they delete me from the terrorist watch-list and I explained that they are very bad
scam artists and I will be suing them all in court for this very soon if they don’t agree to my
totally reasonable demands.
The Human Rights group CAGE is often calling for them to start removing people from the
watch-list.

"The Home Office must now release the figures of people that have been added to the police
terrorism blacklist, and inform them how they can remove themselves immediately."
Muhammad Rabbani - CAGE director

However, despite my best efforts, the authorities have continued to ignore me and my warnings
that I will be making a lot of complaints about them and telling everyone about the clowns who
framed me.
They have not realised that I need to make them delete me from their watch-list because I know
the consequences of staying on it are unknown. For example, we don’t know how a future
government in ten or twenty years will treat people on the terror watch-list. So it’s not that far
fetched to think that one day in the future I could be put in jail or even become a victim of a
drone strike at some point.

How to Survive America's Kill List
rollingstone.com

So I also called up my local Lib Dem councillor to try and resolve the local issues with all the
daily slander. He at least spoke to me about all my concerns for about half an hour and listened
and was friendly. However, he couldn’t offer me much help. Although, he did at least talk to me,
which is more than my own local MP ever did.
So I was a bit disappointed that my local MP wouldn't meet up with me. That made it very hard
for me because I had to either email or hand-write a letter to her and that’s hard when I am fearful
of being put under surveillance. So I did my best but I felt totally let down and ignored by

Labour. If they aren’t there for you when you are being set up by foreign intelligence agents then
what the hell are MP’s for? They are totally useless to me in my campaign to clear my name.
So I was not satisfied with the responses from the people in charge. So I TOOK ACTION! I
decided to continue investigating and launched my own vigilante campaign for justice. I reported
the Schedule 7 Gestapo to the IOPC, then East Midlands Terror Command, and I even managed
to find an email address for the National Crime Agency and tipped them off about this.

START A FIGHT WITH A STRANGER
I had been busy reporting my concerns and yet again the authorities were not happy with my
attitude. So they sent a total stranger (Perp 97) to attack me and start a fight with me in the street.
I was walking home when a guy ran up behind me and sucker punched me from behind with a
ring on leaving me with a black eye. He was only a small guy and I wanted to kick his ass.
However, it was dark and I knew it was definitely a targeted attack, so I feared that he could have
a knife or some more people as backup waiting in a car. So I made a tactical retreat and escaped
through a petrol station.
I then reported the attack to the police but as usual they never showed up. Then one cop Perp 64
who pulled me over that time, phoned me up and said, ‘Sorry, but resources are stretched’.

The assignment for fight club
YouTube

CHAPTER 14

STRIKE BACK
THE GREAT HACK
In 2019, I was still on the case. I was looking into things when I watched ‘The Great Hack’ by
Carole Cadwalladr. I knew instantly that those guys were the ‘Election Hustlers’, as I call them.
So I emailed Carole Cadwalladr and told her what I knew about them.
It turned out Cambridge Analytica were not formed until 2012, but I knew for sure it was them
and when I realised they are part of the same company, SCL, who were around in 2010, I knew it
was definitely them.

CA is an offshoot of SCL Group, formerly Strategic Communication Laboratories, a
government and military contractor providing behavioral research and strategic
communications. It has described its specialties as “psychological warfare,” “public
diplomacy,” and “influence operations.” [3], [4]
SCL Group has been in what Politico described as military disinformation campaigns to
social media branding and voter targeting.” On an archived version of its website, SCL
Group advertised its involvement in over 25 international political and electoral campaigns
since 1994.
It has boasted of its ability to influence public opinion world-wide using what has been
called “psy ops” to learn about its target audience.
Cambridge Analytica
desmog.co.uk

The precise character of Cambridge Analytica’s workforce vis-a-vis SCL Group was the
subject of conflicting statements by witnesses to the Committee, and a matter not ultimately
resolved in the course of the Committee’s investigation.
READ: Senate Intelligence panel's fifth volume of Russia investigation report
edition.cnn.com

THE BEANIE HATTED CLOWN
Then I saw a picture in the press of Perp 65 wearing the same stupid beanie hat and glasses he
had on when I met him. It was Dominic Cummings and it made sense to me straight away. Why
would Dom be on my case? The same reason they have gone to these ridiculous lengths to set me
up time and time again. CAMSTERDAM!

STRIKE BACK
It was just me and my dog Snoop, in my small council flat, where the rain would drip down into
my room wherever it rained. I worked away all night because I couldn’t sleep, sometimes
sleeping only one hour per night. Night after night I just kept trying to figure all this out.
So to get some tips on winning this battle, I decided to watch every single episode of ‘Suits’, and
then watch every episode of 'Strike Back'.
I was watching all these episodes on my phone because my laptop screen was broken but I still
needed to figure out how to somehow strike back against Counter-terrorism. Then, I heard this:

Damian Scott: ‘What's his story?’
Sergeant Michael Stonebridge: ‘Philip Locke. He's a Special Forces legend. When I
trained in Hereford, he was the man we all wanted to be. He's served in every major
theatre for the last 3 decades. Rumour has it he was one of the men who went after the IRA
on Gibraltar.’
Strike Back - Season 4, Episode 41

Sergeant Michael Stonebridge mentioned the IRA and Gibraltar. Then I remembered that I had
heard something about this when I lived there, but I was never sure what actually happened. This
triggered me and made me start doing some research. Then just by doing a basic google search
on the IRA and Gibraltar, I discovered 'Operation Flavius'.

Operation Flavius: They were suspected of being in the process of organising a bomb attack
on the changing of the guard ceremony at the governor’s residence in the tiny British
overseas territory bordering Spain.
State papers: Gibraltar killings led to shocking series of events
rte.ie

This case was controversial. The judges were split 10 against 9.
Death On The Rock
eachother.org.uk

After studying all the details, I realised just how badly those cops had set me up. Now my bosses
little act outside the Angry Friar and the CCTV footage excuse all made sense. The Angry Friar
is right next to the Governor's residence and they change the guard on Remembrance Sunday. So
the cops had framed me as a 'Car Bombing Terrorist'!
When the truth is that I have no beef with the Governor of Gibraltar and I would never consider
trying to blow him up. The only person who has ever offended the Governor of Gibraltar was my
brother when he was arrested one day by the RGP because the Governor of Gibraltar was driving
his car down Main Street and my brother ran over the top of his car for a joke when he was
drunk. I think the Governor must have been pissed off because three cops found my brother in a
bar and arrested him saying, ’What the hell were you thinking? That's the GOVERNOR!’.
However, that incident was about one year after the bomb threat, so that doesn’t mean anything
really, it’s just quite funny.
So despite me being an innocent bystander, I now realise that they had accused me of exactly the
same thing as the three IRA members who got shot by the SAS! The last people to be suspected

of the crime I was accused of were shot dead on the spot. That’s how serious their accusations
are, and yet those cops never even gave me a lawyer.
So the real-life Philip Locke, whoever he is, has probably still got me on his hit list!

THE DAY SHALL COME
This shows just how desperate the FBI is to set people up. In America, they bought one suspect
‘copious’ amounts of food before offering him 250K to fire a 'stinger missile' into an army base.

In meetings discussing the plot, Payen said little; “he just devoured the copious free food
Hussain bought.” It is not a portrait of radical Islamists. It is a sad picture of life in an
urban ghetto.
Even Judge Colleen McMahon, who put the Newburgh Four behind bars slammed the FBI.
"Only the government could have made a terrorist out of Mr Cromitie, a man whose
buffoonery is positively Shakespearean in its scope." She said in court.
Newburgh Four: poor, black, and jailed under FBI 'entrapment' tactics
dialogueseriesnew.blogspot.com

The situation has become so ridiculous, Chris Morris, the director who made ‘Four Lions’, has
made a movie about this named ‘The Day Shall Come’. The character in his movie is based on a
real case in America where the suspect got a 35-year prison sentence.

“300 times the FBI have managed to pin a crime on essensially innocent people who were
just part of some casual grouping.”
Chris Morris
Chris Morris on satire in the Trump era and his new film 'The Day Shall Come'
youtube

Fake terror plots, paid informants: the tactics of FBI 'entrapment' questioned. Critics say
the bureau is running a sting operation across America, targeting vulnerable people by
luring them into fake terror plots.
Some experts agree. "The target, the motive, the ideology, and the plot were all led by the
FBI," said Karen Greenberg, a law professor at Fordham University in New York, who
specialises in studying the new FBI tactics.
Fake terror plots, paid informants: the tactics of FBI 'entrapment' questioned
theguardian.com

“I believe beyond a shadow of a doubt that there would have been no crime here except the
government instigated it, planned it and brought it to fruition,” said U.S. District Judge
Colleen McMahon at the sentencing of four men from Newburgh, N.Y., convicted on
terrorism charges.
Hussain declined to speak about his work for the FBI, saying in a brief phone interview, “I
can’t say anything for security reasons.” The FBI declined to discuss Hussain or
McMahon’s comments.
Documents provide rare insight into FBI’s terrorism stings
washingtonpost.com

If suitable suspects are identified, FBI agents then run a sting, often creating a fake terror
plot in which it helps supply weapons and targets. But what is not clear is if many real,
actual terrorists are involved.
Fake terror plots, paid informants: the tactics of FBI 'entrapment' questioned
theguardian.com

“So to talk about my brother, on August 3rd 2016, he was arrested and charged with
material support to terrorism, for sending $245 worth of Google Play gift cards to a paid
informant who posed as his friend for over two years ”
How the FBI Creates Terrorists: Entrapment, CVE, and Manufactured Plots by Ashley Young
youtube.com

BLACK CUBE
Black Cube is known for targeting women like Rose Mcgowan and dozens more of Harvey's rape
victims. Lives they destroyed following Harvey Weinstein's orders.
Their modus operandi is to insinuate themselves into a target's life using false identities and fake
companies. They are usually hired to silence stories.

On its website, Black Cube bills itself as a “select group of veterans from the Israeli elite
intelligence units that specializes in tailored solutions to complex business and litigation
challenges.”

The jury in the New York rape trial of Harvey Weinstein has heard that the once-powerful
movie mogul employed the Israeli private investigation firm Black Cube to try to squash a
New York Times article that blew the lid on sexual misconduct allegations against him and
sparked the #MeToo movement. Lawyers read out elements of the contract.
One excerpt said Black Cube was employed to “provide intelligence which will help the
client’s efforts to completely stop the publication of a new negative article in a leading NY
newspaper”.
The contract also included a bonus clause under which Black Cube would be paid $300,000
if they actually succeeded in foiling publication of the Times article.
During heated legal argument, the lead prosecutor Joan Illuzzi-Orbon argued that the
contract “shows that the defendant was concerned about an article coming out and he was
looking for Anabella Sciorra to be investigated”.
Harvey Weinstein hired Black Cube to block New York Times article, jury hears
theguardian.com
They did a similar thing to me, as they did to Rose Mcgowan, as explained by Ronan Farrow in
his PBS Newshour interview. Although, I doubt Rose Mcgowan was cold calling investors and
pitching them FTSE100 Index companies, but still, a similar type of fake company.

During her 2016 meeting with McGown, Pechanac claimed to work for a London-based
firm named Rueben Capital Partners. The bogus firm billed itself as “one of the UK’s most

prominent providers of investment management services to wealthy individuals,
foundations and charities,” according to a cached version of its website that appears to
have been taken offline earlier this week.

Allegedly operatives also tried to stop the publication of an article in New York magazine.
Which included aggressive intelligence operations around one of the reporters at that
magazine, detailed psychological profiles of the editor of that magazine, and a profile of the
ex-wife of the reporter, that explicitly said - We will use this as leverage if the story runs.”
Ronan Farrow
Report: Harvey Weinstein hired investigators to gather dirt on accusers, undermine journalists.
youtube.com

“The idea that they are posing as journalists, to try to gather negative information on the
accusers, crosses any ethical line.”
Dan Abrams - ABC News Chief Legal analyst
Weinstein allegedly hired intelligence agency to target accusers | ABC News
youtube.com

Below is the fake Investment Management company website they set up in 2010 where I worked
during the 2010 Election campaign.
https://www.fca.org.uk/news/warnings/traditional-funds-clone
I know Black Cube must have had help from the UK authorities to set me up and I also know that
Cambridge Analytica / SCL Group does counter-terrorism work thanks to Alexander Nix
showing off about it when talking to MPs.

“Cambridge Analytica is a company that's predominantly staffed by young talented people
who are genuinely working to use data to make the world a better place, also in
Counter-terrorism, there are huge areas of positive work I could point to.”
Alexander Nix
Former Cambridge Analytica CEO Alexander Nix faces MPs (full version)
Youtube

The research below caused me some concern. To see they have been targeting Obama's people.
Maybe that’s why they were so mean to the office dog Obama. I remember he seemed to be
terrified of falling off that desk. It seems Black Cube doesn't like Obama.

“Plot to Spy on Obama Officials Was Espionage for Dimwits - An effort by a private Israeli
firm to reveal Iranian assets for seizure was poorly conceived and executed.”
Plot to Spy on Obama Officials Was Espionage for Dimwits
bloomberg.com

CHAPTER 15

HUMAN RIGHTS CAMPAIGN
So I had finally figured out how the authorities get away with harassing me all the time. Now I
just had to quickly figure out a strategy to deal with this oppression. So I listened to Gang Starr’s
album Moment of Truth and it helped me to stay positive.
I decided the best plan was to just tell the truth. It can be tempting to try and twist things in your
favour but in the end, it's not worth it. Just look at the way they have treated George
Papadopoulos. He made one slip-up by mixing up the dates of his emails when talking to the
FBI, and he is now a convicted felon. Plus, under terrorism laws, you have to talk. If you refuse
you will be convicted of terrorism anyway. So you have to play the game. It's either play or get
played.
On the 20th of July 2020, it was two decades on from the passing of the Terrorism Act 2000
which has seen the rules of the game change, causing terrible damage to the British legal system.
However, thanks to someone hacking the Americans, the watch-listing guidelines were leaked a
few years ago. So despite the odds being stacked against terrorists, the 'terror watch-listing
guidelines' do say:

"Although irrefutable evidence or concrete facts are not necessary, to be reasonable,
suspicion should be as clear and as fully developed as circumstances permit"

THE SECRET GOVERNMENT RULEBOOK FOR LABELING YOU A TERRORIST
theintercept.com

So I decided to help them develop their suspicions of me more clearly by sending them my
concerns. However, I had already done the research and discovered that the media and MPs are
instructed to ignore the concerns of targets. However, that doesn't mean you can't still try to
convince them.

So I told all the Human Rights Groups about my concerns and told them to put my case on their
records and they gave me some initial advice. Next, I sent a letter to the Ministry Of Defence.
Whitehall then got back to me with an email address to contact. So I sent them a few emails
letting them know how I felt about their little interview stunt on their MOD base down in
Gibraltar.
So by now, I had reported my concerns to more agencies than Elliot Alderson would have.
However, I could not get any of them to take any major action. So I carried on and reported my
case to more Human Rights Groups like Liberty, CAGE, Privacy International, Reprieve and
Human Rights Watch.
They all gave me good advice and said that I could only appeal my case to the Investigatory
Powers Tribunal. However, I would not qualify for Legal Aid despite being accused of a bomb
plot and having my life ruined.
Most people get Legal Aid when accused of serious terror offences like ‘assisting a terrorist to
escape from custody’, and also being involved in a bomb plot. Yet, I was expected to make a
legal case against the Security Services on my own with no legal help.

Siraj Yassin Abdullah Ali received legal aid and money to fight his trial after he was
involved in the failed 2005 plot to bomb the London Underground Tube network.
Terrorist who avoided deportation was awarded £400,000 in legal aid
mirror.co.uk

Terrorism Law Solicitors charge £500 per hour and I couldn't work due to all the discrimination.
So the odds were stacking up against me. However, I learned from Harvey Specter on Suits and
continued my campaign.

HARVEY: "What are your choices if someone puts a gun to your head?"
MIKE: "What are you talking about? You do what they say or they shoot you!"
HARVEY: "WRONG! You take the gun, or you pull out a bigger one, or you call their
bluff, or you do any one of 146 other things."
Suits Harvey Specter and Mike Ross a gun to your head | Best Tv Moments
youtube.com

So I emailed a bunch of lawyers to see what advice I could pick up for free. CAGE emailed me
some leads and I sent my case summary to all of them. However, my case was so complicated I
couldn’t even get a consultation. Luckily, one lawyer, Tayab Ali got back to me and sent me his
number. We spoke for almost an hour and he didn't charge me at all. He even said he would
represent me if they ever arrest me for something so serious again.
So I took his advice, added it to all the advice I received from the Human Rights Groups and
started to figure out my appeal on my own representing myself. Then a Channel 4 undercover
reporter asked Alexander Nix if they hired Black Cube and he answered yes! Then he tried to
change his answer to no when asked about this by Damian Collins.
However, this was questionable at best because I know they hired them in 2010 and used
Counter-terrorism as an excuse to target me to silence me over a story.

Damian Collins - “In the channel 4 transcript of the sessions they filmed you in those
meetings, and I think conversations you had with channel 4 reporters afterwards you said:
‘We use some British companies, we use some Israeli companies, very effective in
intelligence gathering.’ And you had said that one of the Israeli companies you used was
Black Cube. Is that correct?"
Alexander Nix - "No, I think the transcript, cos I did read this, er, he said was it Black
Cube? Have you worked with Black Cube? And I replied Yes. Er, I was totally mistaken,
we have never worked with Black Cube.”
Alexander Nix
Former Cambridge Analytica CEO Alexander Nix faces MPs (full version)
Time - (2.39.20)

youtube.com
How stupid does he think people are? Who the hell would answer yes, to a question like did you
hire Black Cube? Of course they did! Then Alexander had the cheek to say that Damian Collins
could be a Mossad agent. When that is clearly ridiculous and the truth is that Alexander Nix
loves to work with Mossad agents.
His first answer to Channel 4 was yes because he hired them. In my case, they just used
Counter-Terrorism as the excuse to target me and game the system after setting up that fake
‘bomb plot’ in Gibraltar to silence me over a story.
It was done so they could abuse my Human Rights and target my family. That’s why I investigate
them and campaign against them. They just try to keep it off the books as Mark Turnbull
explained.

‘It may be that we have to contract under a different name.’
Undercover reporter - From Cambridge Analytica?
‘A different entity, with a different name, so that no record exists with our name attached
to this at all’
Mark Turnbull - Cambridge Analytica

‘So often we set up, if we are working, then we can set up fake IDs and websites. I've had
lots of experience in this.’
Alexander Nix - Cambridge Analytica
Cambridge Analytica Uncovered: Secret filming reveals election tricks
youtube

At the start of 2020, I had an uphill task trying to clear my name. However, I filled out the forms
and typed up a case summary including some research and sent my case to the Investigatory

Powers Tribunal. I just had to represent myself because I couldn’t afford to hire a terrorism
lawyer.
I still haven't even had an official consultation with a lawyer about this since 2007 when I was
first detained for terrorism. I just had one phone call with Tayab Ali and now I just fight my case
against them on my own.
I studied Human Rights laws, Terrorism laws, and kept up with all the email updates from CAGE
to learn what I needed to know before filling out the legal forms for my appeal. I then kept the IP
Tribunal updated with more information as I kept investigating my case. Then, after sending off
my case my enemies were pissed off with me big time. So this is when the ‘Gangstalking’ kicked
in again.
I know how Counter-terrorism works and that everything is compartmentalized. So there is no
chance these people who stalk me know the real reasons why they have been tasked with
harassing me. However, my local community will just believe whatever propaganda they are fed
by my enemies from within the system. So they target me whenever I report all the abuse and
bullying that I face from the police.

GANGSTALKING
Gangstalking is also known as Zersetzung - a German word that literally means
deconstruction and was a psychological war tactic used to discredit and disable political
activists or perceived threats. The techniques are well known, well established, and highly
effective.
Under Article 32 of the Geneva Conventions - Gangstalking is considered to be
Psychological Torture.

Day 1 - I woke up and walked my dog at 7 AM. I walked him around the block and just as I got
back to my flat, our next perp popped up. This guy is usually drinking cider in the park (Perp 98)
and he can be a real pain in the ass when he’s at his best. However, before this, I would
sometimes notice him having a sneaky drink of cider in our local park and feel a bit sorry for
him. So he was an easy target for my stalkers to recruit. He is a guy who lives near me and he
appeared from around the corner and walked straight in front of me.

Day 2 - I woke up and walked my dog at around 7.30 AM. I came out of my flat and walked
towards the park down a little alley at the bottom of my road. At the end of the alley in the dark
'Perp 98' was waiting there for me. Very disturbing because he is a known stalker, and this was
now the second day in a row he had startled me by appearing in front of me as I walked around
the corner.

Day 3 - Same as the previous two days, I walked my dog in the morning and walked down the
alley towards the park. I didn’t even turn around to see if Perp 98 was waiting for me, I just
walked on without looking. However, I only got a few yards before my dog needed a crap. As I
picked it up 'Perp 98' appeared right behind me in the pitch black! Under current laws, he would
have been in breach of social distancing guidelines, for the third morning in a row.

Day 4 - This day I managed to get a few hundred yards away from my home with no sign of
'Perp 98'. I made it around the block and was getting back close to home when out of nowhere he
appeared right beside me! This time he had outflanked me and walked up between the houses to
cut me off.

Day 5 - After all the stalking in the mornings, I slept in and walked my dog in the afternoon
instead. It was daylight this time and I walked around the park and got close to the exit before
'Perp 98' appeared from behind a bush!

Day 6 - Again, I got up in the afternoon and walked my dog down into the park. However, after
yesterday's tactics, I decided to walk my dog the other way round the park where I never go and
walked back up onto the path. Guess who I saw waiting behind the same bush as the day before?
'Perp 98', he was wondering why I hadn't appeared yet and seemed confused about what to do
next. So I made it home without him getting close this day.

Day 7 - On day seven I was so sick of my stalker that I decided to walk my dog on a different
route. So I walked to the other end of the estate, well away from where Perp 98 and I live. I was
walking on the path next to the main road when from behind a garage, Perp 98 appeared. Not
even walking his dog this time. Just straight-up stalking me! He must have been annoyed about
the day before when I lost him in the park and was desperate to find me that day no matter what.

Day 8 - I woke up in the afternoon and walked my dog into the park. I couldn’t even be bothered
to change my ways. I just walked my dog around the park as I normally do and when I got back
to the park entrance, who popped round the corner just as I got there? You guessed it, Perp 98.
So after being stalked every day for over a week now I said to him, ‘Why are you stalking me?’.
I then looked up and a new woman (Perp 99) was hiding around a corner filming this on her
phone. When I looked up at her she darted behind a house and tried to hide from me.

This is how they do the ‘Gaslighting trick’ and try to make malicious false accusations about
me. When the people who organise these people are brain-damaged managers back at the
Gangstalking Division of South Yorkshire Police. They probably need some mental health checks
themselves for being pure evil and not respecting people's Human Rights.
So I reported Perp 98 to the cops but they did nothing and claimed they didn't know how to find
him. So I went and knocked on all his neighbours' doors until I found out where he lived and then
told the cops. However, the cops still ignored me and I ended up calling them up and telling them
what I think about them. So they sent two mental health workers (Perps 100 & 101) who told me
straight away that it was the Police who had sent them when I asked. So that’s 101 perps and
your lesson in corporate espionage #101 is almost complete.
So instead of doing their jobs and arresting my stalker, they continued their gaslighting campaign
against me with help from the Police. So I made another big complaint to the IOPC about the
cops. However, the IOPC claimed they couldn’t trace who sent the nurses to see me. I was not
surprised that they did nothing because I have reported my case to them before and they did
nothing, so this is just typical behaviour for them.

I also note that you have made reference to mental health professionals having attended
your home previously and that you believe that they may have been sent to you by the
police to discredit you. I have, in the interests of thoroughness, undertaken enquiries to
establish whether this is the case and I have not been able to locate any documentation or
other records suggesting that any such referrals have been made prior to you making this
complaint.
I must stress however, that it is an important role of the police to undertake appropriate
safeguarding for all members of our community and where officers or staff members
encounter individuals about whom they have concerns, they are duty bound to act on this.
South Yorkshire Police, Professional Standards Department

The thing that angered me the most about the IOPC is what they said in response to my
complaints about the Police Officer who targeted my sister to harass me. They used his Human
Rights as an excuse to not investigate my complaints about him. After they have taken my
Human Rights off me and abused them for over a decade.

Finally, in respect of the allegations you have made against PC …... and his relationship
with your sister, you have acknowledged in your correspondence that PC …... is not an
undercover officer. Whilst you have concerns regarding the motivations for this
relationship, PC …... is entitled to a private and family life and this right is protected by the
European Convention of Human Rights. By your own admission, PC …... is known to you
as an SYP officer and presumably, therefore, also to your sister. There is nothing within the
content of the correspondence you have provided that represents evidence of criminal or
inappropriate behaviour on the part of PC …... and as such, it would be inappropriate and
an infringement of his human rights for this aspect of your complaint to be considered
further.
South Yorkshire Police
Professional Standards Department

I found that incredibly offensive and yet more gaslighting by the Police. They are actually
concerned about my gang-stalkers Human Rights! When him targeting my sister is a violation of
my Human Rights. However, it’s a common tactic these cowards use. Incredible that they abused
my Human Rights for a decade and then ended up trying to hide behind the Human Rights Act
now from me! What pussies!

“Personally I am angered and outraged that the comparatively new legal concept of
breaching someone’s human rights is now being used as a justification for publicly
identifying officers who were willing to take part in such high risk activity.”
The police’s attempt to justify spying on ordinary people just got a little bit more ridiculous
Thecanary.co

Despite their tactics of harassing me every time I report stuff, I continued my campaign
regardless and it just made me even more of a rebel. I had read that the press will ignore people
like me, but I still hit them up with my concerns every now and then. For example, when I saw
Seth Freeman from Black Cube on BBC HardTalk, I emailed Sarah Montague straight away to
let her know he is a total blagger. I also email The Guardian sometimes and tell them to
#StandUp4HumanRights more because standards have already slipped so far.
Next, I emailed Tayab Ali and asked him if he thinks it would be OK for me to call up the IP
Tribunal and ask them why they are disrespecting me by not solving my case. Tayab said:

As you are a litigant in person which means representing yourself the tribunal should
answer any questions you have. You should not hesitate in contacting them directly if you
feel you have questions you wish to have answered.
I hope this goes well for you.
Best
Tayab

However, I decided not to be disrespectful to them. So I just sent them emails instead and
allowed them to respond in their own time. Unlike MI6 who thought nothing of calling them up
to warn them off investigating their tactics.

MI6 spies made an ‘inappropriate’ attempt to stop a senior judge reading secret papers in a
‘licence to kill’ case, it emerged yesterday. Two agents called to ask that the documents
should not be passed to members of the Investigatory Powers Tribunal, including Lord
Justice Singh.
The IPT, which monitors spy agencies, then wrote to MI6 saying the telephone calls had
been ‘inappropriate interference’ in judicial processes. A senior spy had to make an
apology.
Two MI6 officers tried to stop a judge reading secret documents
dailymail.co.uk

“This case raises one of the most profound issues which can face a democratic society
governed by the rule of law,” the judges wrote in the majority decision.”
MI6 apologises after attempt to interfere with intelligence court
computerweekly.com

So I spent Christmas 2019 at home with my dog, building a case against Counter-terrorism and
sending off an appeal.
In summer 2020, I read George Papadopoulos’s book Deep State Target and I was inspired to
write my book because his story is believable to me. I knew George was telling the truth about
being set up when I read ‘chapter 6, The Devil From Down Under’ when he claimed that Downer
was warning him to leave Cameron alone. It’s because Cameron is a major leader, so if you insult
him, you will become a target and then they will all attack you.

Downer is oozing aggression by comparison. After our introduction, the first thing he says
is, “Tell your boss he needs to leave my friend David Cameron alone, and you should leave
him alone too.”
Deep State Target - George Papadopoulos

THE SERBIAN GENERAL
Eventually, I also managed to solve the mystery of the Serbian General. The name of Stella Penn
Pechanac only found its way into my book when I was looking into Black Cube. That’s why I
looked her up and recognised her as Perp 32 straight away after seeing that picture of her
performing in a play in 2009. The other photos online are all fakes, but I know the real one
because I worked for her for two months.
It didn’t matter by then anyway, because I had already figured out who they were because of
Dominic Cummings and Alexander Nix. I just told the IP Tribunal that the General had a Russian

sounding accent, she likes to hang out with Serbian war criminals, she looks like Silkie Carlo,
she works for Black Cube, they were hired by SCL, and that they were working the terror
watch-lists. So I’m sure they figured it out before I did.

She served as a lieutenant in the Israeli Air Force and is a graduate of the Interdisciplinary
Center in Herzliya, as well as the prestigious Nissan Nativ acting school. She speaks
Serbo-Croatian, Hebrew, English and conversational Spanish.
Israeli Stella Penn Pechanac named as Weinstein spy
timesofisrael.com

SCL GROUP & BLACK CUBE
It was only late in 2020 when finishing this book that Wendy Siegelman made a chart showing
that SCL did hire Black Cube and worked with them. As Alexander Nix originally admitted to
Channel 4 undercover reporters, before denying it when asked about it by Damian Collins.

CHART: SCL and Cambridge Analytica — Active and Related Companies in 2020
medium.com

In September 2020, Alexander Nix was finally banned for being unethical. He got away with a
slap on the wrist after admitting what he did after 2013. He still hasn’t admitted that he was
doing this stuff before 2013.
“From no later than January 2013 to March 2018 I caused or permitted SCL Elections Ltd
(“SCLE”) or companies associated with SCLE to market themselves as offering potentially
unethical services to potential clients, thereby demonstrating a lack of commercial probity
including:
bribery stings and honey trap stings designed to uncover corruption,
voter disengagement campaigns, the obtaining of information to discredit political
opponents, the anonymous spreading of information”
7-year disqualification for Cambridge Analytica boss
gov.uk

In my opinion, Alexander Nix is a bit of a traitor to England for working with Mossad and lying
to MPs. So it’s good to see him banned for so long. I don’t think he is a total traitor, he just thinks
he can get away with doing whatever he wants and has total contempt for the inquiries into his
work because he is shady and thinks he is too clever for everyone else.
That is my unbiased opinion because I am not even bothered who wins our elections, I don’t even
vote. However, if the elections aren’t fair, it takes all the fun out of the whole thing. Why should
her Majesty's Secret Service be helping the government to defeat her Majesty's Opposition?
Surely their only job is to ensure that it’s a fair fight.
The whole point of an election is to decide who has the best ideas to run the country. If one side
needs to cheat in order to win, perhaps they aren’t the best that year. If they were, they would be
confident of winning without needing to use unethical, shady tactics, and slandering their
opponents. They wouldn’t even consider it if they were competent.
I think politics should be the same as everything else. For example, if it came down to the last
game of the season, and Man City were tied on points with Man Utd, playing each other in a
derby match to decide the title, the fans would demand a fair game. So the officials will be
unbiased, the players will all shake hands and agree to a fair game, and VAR will make sure the
rules aren’t broken, if they are, you can be sent off.
Now, imagine if, in the weeks leading up to the game, Pep Guardiola hired a team of Mossad
agents to target the Man Utd players with dirty tricks, then phoned in a bomb scare to their hotel
in the middle of the night so they would have had no sleep, then showed up at the press
conference and accused Solskjaer of being a terrorist and supporting the IRA.
Would people consider that to be a fair game? Of course not, the game would be a fix because
Pep Guardiola decided to behave like a total scumbag and break all the rules.
If this happened in football, the Premier League would ban Pep and Man City would sack him
anyway for being unsportsmanlike and unethical. It would be obvious what to do. Yet, even after
getting caught by Channel 4, Alexander carried on for ages. He almost got to build the tracking
app for Covid19. That’s why it’s important to be Human Rights watchers.
In any other profession, it wouldn’t even be a debate. So politics should be the same in my book
because people are betting on the results of these elections and thousands of people are working
hard campaigning. They are crossing their fingers that their side wins, so the fans/voters expect
them to play by the rules, otherwise, it’s just not cricket.

I hope this book lets them know that this type of behaviour doesn’t go unnoticed by your citizens,
and will not go unchecked.

CONCLUSION
So now I’m just plagued by what-ifs. What if I hadn’t realised Russell Crowe was talking to me
that day? What if Carole Cadwalladr never made ‘The Great Hack’? What if Dominic Cummings
didn’t wear that stupid beanie hat and glasses all the time? What if Alexander Nix didn’t fall for
that sting by Channel 4? What if Rose Mcgowan didn’t refuse to sign that NDA? Maybe I would
never have figured everything out in the end.
So my message to Counter-terrorism is: Show more respect for Human Rights. The people you
are after are the people you depend on. We cook your meals. We connect your calls. We drive
your trucks. We guard you while you sleep. Do not mess with us.
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Final disclaimer - I would just like to add that if you think the TV is talking to you, do not stop
taking your medication based on my theory about the ‘TV trick’. You are almost certainly not
well. Unless, you think the TV is talking to you and you happen to be a painter and decorator
from Manchester, who remembers making the original, ‘bring down the government’ joke. In
which case, be afraid, be very afraid.
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